
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
Hoehn Research Library Report '■ 19/.

FALSE PROPHET FROOM!) Hear this:
“Seventh-day Adventists have simply re
stored (that). . .which the Catholic Church 
had abandoned.. JTe are not innovators,but 
rather are actually the continuators,.• 
We are not discoverers of what is new,but 
recoverers of what is old and true. Ours 
is therefore not an invention,but a re
tention of what others have let slip... 
That is our relationship to Roman Catholic 
positions on Prophecy, when she had for
saken the Teachings of her early Church... 
Fathers.” FROOM. SDA MINISTRY. April,196% 
O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—0—0—O—O—0—0—O—O 
LEEKS seconds the motion - which is what 
you might expect from the PUBLIC RELATIONS 
DEPT. of the Church - not wanting to be 
“STRANGERS AID PILGRIMS ON THE EARTH.11' 
Hebrews 11:13. Ps.39:12. 119:I9. I- Pot.2: 
O—O—O—O—O—O II•

A R M A G E D D 0 N
While the rest of the World has largely 
denied, forsaken, or question the "BATTLE 
CF ARMAGEDDON" being a LITERAL BATTLE be
tween Nations - the Adventists still lead 
MULTITUDES astray with this JESUIT INNO- 
o-o-o-o-o-o VATION.
Nowhere is it the Teaching of the Testi
monies. WHITE undertook to corredt URIAH 
SMITH and flung the Gauntlet down in a 
proposed Dual in the Pages of the R&H. 
JAMES WHITE proposed “6 Articles" on the 
subject of “TURKEY - THE MIDDLE EAST" - 
but only 01® appeared! The explanation 
was that the Time was not yet - give them 
enough Rope and they would hang themselves. 
Which they did. They stand before the 
World as FALSE PROPHETS! "MANY will stand 
in OUR. Pulpits with the Torch of FALSE 
PROPHECY in their hands, kindled from the 
Hellish Torch of SATAN!" TM 409. AA 535.
O—0—0—0—0—o
To| enhance their Version of THE BATTLE CF 
ARMAGEDDON being a BATTLE TO THE DEATH of 
Nations! - they invented the Application 
of the TEN TOES of the IMAGE being TEN 
DIVISIONS of the NATIONS when Christ comes, 
and the Stone cut out without hands hits 
the NATIONS! And 1914 developments in * 
Europe were but a "Prelude" to a Mighty 
Battle in the “EUPHRATES VALLEY" - ac
cording to DANIELLS in 1916: “We...are 
facing THE END OF THE WORLD!" LETTER- - 
A.G.DANITTIS TO W.C .WHITE, Feb. 22,1916.

ARMAGEDDON
FL Y F R o-o-d-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
Drawer 130 - (West) GRAND FORKS, BC, Canada.

o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—0—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o 
Pec.30,1966. (This FLYER should be read AFTER.
Report '193. "A R M A G E D D 0 N“ - send 
for FREE Copy- if you do not receive it.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
It is rather disconcerting for an Adventist 
to find out at this late date(Better late 
than never!) - that his "Prophetic Interpre
tations" are merely "hand-me-downs" from 
CATHOLIC TRADITION! So admitted by URIAH 
SMITH in the BIBLIOGRAPHY in the back of the 
Book - from CATHOLIC CARDINAL GIBBONS THE 
SKEPTIC! So also admitted by Leroy Edwin 
FROOM, Professor Emeritus of Prophetic In
terpretation in the SDA MINISTRY - larch - 
0—0—0—0—0—0 April,1966.
HOWARD B .WEEKS of the Public Relations Dept, 
quite unconcerned and unashamed - admits 
that the "BILT Y SUNDAY" tyne of "Evangelism" 
spear-headed by DANIELLS and quickly followed 
by others as they took the Cities by Storm - 
with Slides-Films-War-Pictures-Iragos-on- 
Stage - with all-out Advertising - 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
"REAPED" a Harvest with "THE BATTLE CF ARMA- 
•GEDDON" - which was to follow immediately 
upon the "certain" collapse of TURKEY - the 
"SICK MAN OF THE EAST." This FEAR-TECHNIQUE 
drove people into the Safety of tho “TEMPLE" 
in large numbers. But when they awoke to the 
fact that they were led astray by FALSE 
PROPHETS - and LEFT the Church in Drove's - 
Weeks worries about the "Quality of Converts" 
- rather than the QUALITY OF EVANGELISTS - J 
0—0—0—0—0-0 
The Remedy then, according to LEEKS - is not 
in correcting Doctrine - but in Stratagem. 
What METHODS to use to win more low-quality 
"Converts." FROOM reckons that can best be 
done by "Proving" to the World that we be- 
live just like they do - "Emphasizing chiefly 
the things wherein we differ from all other 
religious groups - is PAST, definitely PAST. 
And that is as it should be." SDA KEIISTRY. 
o-o-o-o-o-o March,1966.
FROOM - SDA MINISTRY - April, 19-66 - 
(to 35 student Priests from CATHOLIC UNIVERSI
TY - blown up by the Adventists and to the- 
Adventists - who do not know, uninformed of 
the Fact that the CATHOLICS are ENCOURAGING 
this "DIALOG" and "EXCHANGE" in ALL Churches, 
with the calculated Risk that they will r’IN 
more than they will LOSE. It would be very 
Interesting and Enlightening to Hear what 
they had to say bn the Bus on the way' Home, 
about the Antics and Gyrations of this Adventist



the Message sent from God,... and the people 
do not prepare for the BATTLE.” T5?715-6.

i LONG BEEN PREPARING for this Battle - his 
FINAL EFFORT" - it will be reached-in the 
"LAST REMNANT OF Til.®” - the UNCLEAN FROGS 
go to the Kings of the Earth. GC 561. 
"AND TO THE WHOLE WORLD.. .TO UNITE WITH 
SAT AIT in his LAST STRUGGLE AGAINST...
(PALESTINE? TURKEY???) AGAINST THE GOVERN
MENT OF 'HEAVEN,"GC 622., “THE PTILTITUDES" 
fall for it completely! GC 625,656.

o-o-o-o-o-o
It is the NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES 
that is the formation of the GREAT BABYLON, 
Sr. White said so in T5:7l2.(The “NATIONAL 
REFORM MOVEMENT" is non called the NCC as 
any informed person knows.)”IF THE LEADING 
TEN IN OUR CONFERENCES” - do not know this, 
they do not know ANYTHING about the “Third 
Angel’s Message” - “He virtually denies

THP GREATEST SINGLE CAUSE CF TROUBLE in the 
"TH® OF TROUBLE’1; will be the Labor Union 
RIOTERS. Did you know that the Labor Unions 
donated MILLIONS of Dollars to the NCC - 
to assist the NEGRO REVOLUTION - ? Did you 
know that the NEGRO SDA "MESSAGE" Publica
tion is solidly behind all the LEADERS of 
the BLACK-POWER REVOLUTION - ? So that even 
Today people are not safe to go out on the 
Street either"by day or by night. Threaten
ing to Fire “40 Cities” in the USA. Just 
heard on the Radio - a man rushed to visit 
his Brother in the Hospital - Teeth kicked 
out, nose broken, leg and arm broken, 
beaten to a pulp by Negro “Youths.” Who is 
agitating them on - YOUR CHURCH - ? Before 
you say, No. - Are they AFFILIATED with 
the NCC - sit on their Boards - ? Why not

11 T 5:212.

2- ( '<[94.) TEN DIVISIONS - ? 
Will there be Ten Divisions of the Nations 
locked in a Death Struggle with the ’^Eastern 
Powers” ne ar ”Pal e sti ne“ whe n Chri st co me s ? 
In the 6th.- 7th, Plagues? If so - we have 
failed to find it in the Testimonies, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
We find the “LAST BATTLE” and “THE BATTLE IN 
THE DAY OF THE LORD” - which BEGINS 'with the 
"Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans" - the 
Context clearly revealing that those who are 
’’Indifferent” or “Careless” to it - the 
Angels "leave them-.” This is the. SEALING.

270-1. Then those NOT SEALED - are given 
over FULLY to the Devil . start a Great" 
Religious "REVIVAL” as shown in GC 464-471. 
The Doctrines rife and popular in BABYLON, 
o-o-o-o-o-o _ ...
We made the statement in Report '’193 on pages find out - or would you rather not know? 
15,32- that there are only two Groups - 
the 144,000 and Babylon (Antichrist.}'Now 
we have the Proof; 
o-o-o-n-o-o 
"In the issue of the Great Conflict, there 
will be only TWO CLASSES in the-World... 
those who worship the Beast and his Image, 
and receive his Mark...yet the’ people of God 
will not receive it. The Prophet of Patmos 
beheld them”that had gotten the Victory over 
the Beast, and over his Image, and over his 
Mark, and over the number of his Name, STAND 
ON THE SEA CF GLASS, having the Harps of God” 
and singing the song of .Moses .and the Lamb.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o The 144,000 - ’ A5:6l.
"Here are plainly represented TWO DISTINCT 
PARTIES, 
UNITED." R&H, July 18,1907. A5:3ZI. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
Those who were in the Greatest Light - go 
into the Greatest Darkness. “Those who have 
been regarded as Worthy and Righteous prove 
to be RINGLEADERS IN APOSTASY.. ."And. at that 
Time shall Michael stand up 
O-O-O-O-O-O 
RINGLEADERS: ”A body of persons engaged in 
violation of Law, as RIOTERS," This is what 
the NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES IS' 
SPONSORING] Adventists sit on their Boards. 
NICHOLS of the R&H was a RINGLEADER; in tear- There is no other! The "SPIRITS CF DEVILS” 
ing down Sr. White Ts Red Clover Blossom Treat-will work "ORACLES” GC 560. SATAN has 
ment for Cancer, as practiced by I-IQKSEY - he 
tore him down through the pages of the RfiH. 
Are you Awake - Adventist? REPRINTS were 
made by the Million - by the ANA .& FDA, Be 
sure to send your Tithe in there so' that 
more of "God’s work” can be done with your 
Money. Your heart is where your Treasure is. 
If it wasn’t there - you would see to it 
that your money wouldn’t be' there - !

THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF THE BATTLE’ 
THIS IS THE SEALING Til®.’ T5:7I7. 
THIS IS THE "LAST GREAT STRUGGLE” - 

and the ones who come out VIjtorious are 
NOT Laodiceans - but PHUjADFLPHIANS!’For 

formed from a Company that was ONCE they have the "Father’s "name written in 
their foreheads.” The 144,000. T5:752-3. 
These are called “HIS PEOPLE." T5:754. 
SEE THEM in "MY FIRST VISION.’’ TW 15,'30. 
SEE THEM in "Word to T ITTLE FLOCK" 14,15"/ 
SEE THEM in AA 5S8.TM 246. 15:475,752,296. 
SEE THEM called "REMNANT CHURCH”-AA 590-1.

' SEE THEM go from LAODICEA to--PHILADELPHIA ’ 
l.® 516. Al:567.(Twice!)(A3:ZZ. AZ:I92,565.) 
ST? THHM kept in the "HOW CF TEMPTATION." 
A2:289,29I,298,385,387. GC 560,619. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
This "HOUR OF TEMPTATION" is the BATTLE.’



ARMAGEDDON- J

'4 195. Jan. 1,1967.Part 3. Report

INDIVIDUAL, Just who are these I1TIVIDUALS?

IN THE TRACK CF ROMANISM.
JONES based his remarks on this Testimor '■ 
“But what is the “Image to the Beast" ?anl 
how is it to be formed. The Image is mad'* 
by the two-horned Beast, and is an linage 
TO the first Beast. It is also called an 
Image OF the Beast. Then to learn what 
Image is LIKE, and HO it is to be formal.

d.ventist Leaders have about wiped the Slate PATTERN - as did the BEAST. In this Light 
we have this Statement: “THEY are follow
ing in the Track of ROMANISM." TM 362. T7.’ 

181,

THE OTHER STORY.
The other Story, not so well known - the 
"CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS” people have made 
NOTHING out of this one - and that is that 
in the 1888 Period - JONES gave the Warning 
that the “MARK OF THE BEAST", or the IMAGE 
OF THE BEAST - being FUTURE, applying ONLY 
at the LAST (If you debate this Point - 
you certainly haven1t learned much in your 
Church or from your Preacher - who has been 
strangely SILENT on the “MARK OF THE BEAST" 
- hasn’t he? The Subject might.not be very 
Popular with his New Pals - BILLY GRAHAM ' 
and OPAL ROBERTS’ Might be “Dealing in the 
---------------- -Negative!"

Teach in 1888. One was the Illustration of 
a Barrel of Sins. No matter how HIGH you 
were in the Local Conference or in the 
General Conference - no matter your POSITIO 
in the Church - your main concern ought to 
be your own Private Barrel of Sins. That 
if and when you finally got to the Bottom' 
of that Barrel, held up that Sin and asked 
yourself if you would rather have Jesus 
than that - then the Victory would be 
Complete. You know the Story. ...

NOT A BATTLE OF NATIONS.
How to prove that this is NOT a BATTLE CF 
NATIONS. Yer the NATIONS are involved. But 

. NOT against each other - only against HEAVEN
--in the Person of His SAINTS. It is NOT JONES IN 1888.
Nation against Nation, But INDIVIDUAL against JONES warned that since BABYLON has the 

word:"MYSTERY". written on her Forehead - 
Rev,17:5 - she is NOT so easily DEFINED' - 
and unless one is-PREPARED - he could re
ceive the Mark & awake to the Fact-TOO LATE <

BEAST itself, THE PAPACY." GC 443(278) 
THAT was as.far as JONES went. 
THAT was all. the Light available at 
THAT Time,’ Now we. ought to have more.

18 8 8.
The Message of 1888 is to be Repeated. The 
A< “ ' " ‘ ' "■ '' ‘ ■■ ’ "

clean as to what was actually taught by ” 
JONES & WAGGONER in 1888. Some TRACTS have 
been distributed claiming to give what Jones 
and Waggoner taught in 1888. But close exami
nation of these TRACTS reveals that this was 
a joint JONES & WAGGONER stand against the 
GENERAL CONFERENCE - AFTER they HAD given 
the Message - and AFTER the General Confer
ence were threatening to take away their 
Credential sc The Texts they used as they 
stood side by' side arid quoted NOTHING BUT 
the Bible - were common Texts known to every- we must Study*the characteristics of the 
one. No Message can be built out. of that. 
It was merely a REBUTTAL. Nothing more,.

2 WHISPERS.
But we do have 2 Whispers of what they did

Part 7 I is Report 193. ’'
Part '' 2 is "ARMAGEDDON FLYER." (1,000).
PEAD Part I and Part '■ 2 before Part '• 3.
( 72 and ,j3 will be attached together. If

■ you are reading this - you have all THREE*)
A DIFFICULT PAPER.

"Te have been trying for Days (and VTeeks!) to 
wrestle with this problem - of how to prove 
that the BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON - the BATTLE 
of the 6th.-PLAGUE - the LAST BATTLE - the 
Culmination of the Controversy of the Ages- 
the BATTLE in which Christ appears with the 
ARMIES OF HEAVEN - met by SATAN and. his 
Forces - and the BIRDS of the HEAVENS in
vited to this “LAST SUPPER" for those who 
take no part in the “LORD’S SUPPER"' to'be

■ held“in Heaven* The Birds are called from 
the 4 Winds of the Earth to Feast on the 
Flesh of Kings and Horses. Rev.19s17,IS.

To Understand this fully - we have to know
- -where it STARTS, with whom it STARTS - how 

it ENDS, and with whom it ENDS. This much 
we can IROVE, and when we have proven THAT - Then to Study, Watch, and Know how the 
we have proven everything. IMAGE will be foisted on the people - we

must study HCW the BEAST became a BEAST. 
Because the IMAGE OF THE BEAST will take 
exactly the SALE STEPS - follow the same

O'

TM 362.



(Actually about 8 months MISSING - I)

3

“NONE but those who have FORTIFIED the Find 
with the Truths of the Bible will STAND 
through the LAST GREAT CONFLICT.11 GC 593-4*

1888.”
1888.
1888.
1888.

1887.
1887.
1887.
1687.
1887.

AS THE SCROLL UNROLLS. “- 
Right after the Paragraph from GC 443 that 
JONES quoted - we hdve the answer - almost 
complete - in the next Paragraph.

2-( W.) 1888. MISSING IN 1889.
So this, then - is PART of the LOUD CRY January 15,22,29 ------ 
Message? When the Message of JONES & WAGGONER February 5 - - --------- - -
is repeated - will it contain THIS WARNING? May 14,21
Or would it be complete WITHOUT this Warning? July 9--- - — 
And is THIS just as integral a PART of the 
Message of “JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH1’ - or 
“RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH" - 
to SEPARATE this from Rev.18 - as it would 
be to try to SEPARATE “FAITH" from “WORKS?” 
And is this not indeed - the WORKS - ? Not a 
Blind, Senseless FEELING while being tossed 
to and fro by every Wave of Doctrine that 
comes along - -a “FAITH” that is little better 
than a Spiritual DRUNKENNESS - but rather a 
FAITH based on KNOWLEDGE which has enough 
BACK-BONE to STAND “IN THE BATTLE IN THE DAY 
OF THE LORD.” EW 69. And the evidence is 
perfectly clear that it WILL require some 
deep-seated CONVICTIONS that WILL NOT BE 
MOVED in the Day of Test and Storm,

A PERSONAL QUESTION,
Why do not those of you who THINK you have 
such great “INFLUENCE” in-King Pierson’s 
Court or who marvel at the “Sincerity” of 
that Preacher of yours - why do you not-get 
after them to RELEASE THE EVIDENCE of what 
WAS taught in the 1888 Period - ? Or do you 
perhaps suppose that it might better be 
HIDDEN and SUPPRESSED7 For the LIARS who say 
there is NO SUPPRESSION - a sic them what has 
happened to the following 'MISSING ARTICLES 
from the “R8H ARTICLES by ELLEN G7WHITE” - ? 
(6 Books for tEOO.oo) What happened to these 
MISSING ARTICLES from the 1888 Period?---
August 2,9,23,30 < 
September 6,13,20 
October 4, IS,25 — 
November 1,22 - - 
December 20,27 - •

THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST.
It is enough that we have this WHISPER of 
what JONES taught in the 1888 Period. From 
this WHISPER can develop the “LOUD’ CRY’”

“When the EARLY' CHURCH became CORRUPTED by 
departing from the simplicity of the Gospel 

(Once-upon-a-Time Seventh-day Adventist 
KNEW that X-MASS was WRONG and EASTER 
was SUNDAY’- but now you will have t' 
go OUT OF THE CHURCH - to find this 
out. You will have to STUDY the His c 
ry of Ancient Isreal and how the 
BALAAMS and the WOMEN led Isreal as
tray, and what God did about it. To 
Understand HIS Mind and what HE Thi-2: 
Read the “TWO RABYLONS” by HISLOP.) 

and accepting HEATHEN RITES and CUSTOMS,' 
she LOST the SPIRIT and PCWER of God; and 
in order to CONTROL the Consciences of the 
people, she sought the support of the senu■< 

DELIBERATE lar Power. The RESULT was THE PAPACY,' a.
CHURCH that controlled the Power-of the 
State, and employed it to further her own 
ends, especially for the punishment of 
“HERESY.” In order.for the UNITED STATES 
to form an IMAGE of the BEAST, the re
ligious Power must so control the CIVIL 
Government that' the Authority of the. STATE 
will also be employed by THE CHURCH.”4/30

......  .... 1888.
Then we come to 1888.
We jump, from NOTHING to March 13,1888’
Nay I goes from that to January 10(Are yours 
mixed up this way also? Or did this only 
happen with a few copies? Or was it 7" 
so as to hide the fact of what is MISSING? 
PLANNED CONFUSION?). Going to the PAGING'we 
find this MISSING: 
January 3,17 - 
October 2 - - - 
November 20,27 
December 4,25 -

JONES went no further - for the TILE was 
not yet. DEVELOPIENTS had to take place 
FIRST - before we could even BELIEVE what 
we now see with our own Eyes, It really 
took till this very DAY - this very MONTH *• 
to grasp and believe what T0MM0RRO7 has in 
store for us - and from whence it cones.

1889.
1889.
1889.
1889.

August 20------------ 1889.
September 23----------- 1889.

just as IMPOSSIBLE October 15,29 - -- -- -- -- - 1889, 
November 19,26 ---------- 1889. 
December 10,31 ---------- 1889. 

A Total of 36 Articles MISSINGJ 
A Total of over 6 months MISSING J

WHY?



THAT IS THE SPIRIT. OF ROMANISM’

l-('-I95.) . APOSTASY.
APOSTASY is today defined as LEAVING the 
Church, But APOSTASY in the Early Church as 
well as in Isreal - was more often fallen 
into by REMAINING with the Church] And this 
is the definition here: . ~
“It was APOSTASY that led the Early CHURCH 
to seek the aid of the CIVIL Government, and 
this prepared the way for the development 
of the PAPACY, - .THE BEAST/1 GC 443,.

“BERQlllN’S ZEAL only waxed the Stronger... 
he determined upon still bolder, measures. 
He would not only 6tand in Defense of the 
Truth, but he would’ATTACK Error. THE 
CHARGE OF HERESY which the ROMANISTS were 
seeking to fasten upon him, HE WOULD RIVET 
UPON THEM]’1 GC 217. 

THE IMAGE. , 
“So.APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare‘the 
way for the IMAGE TO THE BEAST.11 GC 444.

1! ’

9O

Then follows the clear-cut Pattern - 
shown on the next Page: 
“When the LEADING CHURCHES’of the United’ 
States, UNITING upon such points of Doctrine 
as are held by them IN COMMON, 
the State to enforce their Decrees and to 
sustain their Institutions, THEN Protestant 
America will have formed an IMAGE of the 
Roman Hierarchy, and the infliction of CIVIL 
Penalties upon dissenters will inevitably 
result.” GC 445• (For the Student of Prophecy 
watching this event - it should be noted that

--------------------------- GC 388-'
“The DOCTRINE that God has committed to 
THE CHURCH the right to control the Con
science, and to DEFINE and PUNISH HERESY, 
is one of the most deeply Rooted of PAPAL 
ERRORS.” GC 293.

HERESY!
“But WYCLIFFE DID NOT RETRACT; he would 
not dissemble. He fearlessly maintained 
his Teachings, and repelled the accusation? 
of his persecutors. Losing sight of him
self, of his position, of the occasion, 
he summoned his hearers before the Divine 
Tribunal, and weighed their Sophistries 
and Deceptions in the Balances of Eternal 
Truth. The Power of the Holy Spirit’ was 
felt in the Council-Room. A spell from 
God was upon the Hearers. They seemed to 
have no power to leave the place. AS 
ARROWS from the Lord’s quiver, the Reform
ers words pierced.their hearts. THE CHAI GE 
OF HERESY, which they had brought against 
him, he with convincing Power THREW BACK 
upon themselves. WHY, he demanded, did 
THEY dare to spread THEIR ERRORS?‘For the 

shall influence sake of GAIN - to make Merchandise of the 
Grace of God.

“With whom, think you,” he finally said, 
“are ye contending? with an old man on 
the brink of the Grave? No J with Truth,* 
Truth which is Stronger than you, and will 
overcome you.” So saying he withdrew from 
the Assembly, and not one of his adver- 

this Chapter speaks of this as an “EVANGELICAL saries attempted to prevent him.”GC 90. 
ALLIANCE,” GC 445. Know any Church that thinks 
it quite alright to have and to' make an E- 

-vangelical alliance? An Alliance with the 
“EVANGELICALS" - ? With whom <we have so 
miich “IN COLWN” ?)

A-RED-LETTER DAY FOR ADVENTISTS’ 
WEEKS: “...in the wake of the “Christ-center
ed "evangelism” movement beginning in the late 
1940’s, and the Adventist EVANGELICAL DIALOGS 
of the late, 1950’s - the denomination is more 

- definitely oriented than ever to the historic 
EVANGELICAL concepts of Christ, 
and Salvation,... With this APPROACH to E—

• vangelism Seventh-day Adventists will IN 
LARGE LEASURE be participants in A COMMON 
CRUSADE with other CONSERVATIVE, EVANGELICAL 
GROUPS in opposing “APOSTASY11 (“HERESY.’11) 
within the LARGE DENOMINATIONS.” MINISTRY *.

• MAGAZINE .for SDAMINISTERS. p.2O-I.JUNE,1966) 
(Our Emphasis added. See Original.)

“The PROFESSORS of Religion of the present 
day, IN EVERY CHURCH... shrink from even 
Reproach.. .APOSTASY, APOSTASY, APOSTASY, is 

the Atonement, engraven on the very front of EVERY Churckj
and did they KNCW it, and did they FEEL km 
there might be Hope; but, alas] they crw- 
*WE ARE RICH, and increased with Goods, 
and stand in need of NOTHING. .."
“When FAITHFUL Teachers expound the Word 
of God, there ARISE men of learning - 
MINISTERS PROFESSING to understand the 
Scriptures, who DENOUNCE SOUND DOCTRINE 
AS HERESY, and thus turn away inquirers 
after Truth...The SIN of the World’s im- 

“ROMANIST.S have persisted in bringing against penitance lies at the Door of THE CHURCH, 
PROTESTANTS the charge of HERESY, and wilful 
SEPARATION from..the TRUE CHURCH. But these 
accusations apply rather to THEMSELVES. They 
are the ones who laid down the Banner of 
Christ, and DEPARTED FROM “THE FAITH...” 
GC 51,61,77,89,114.



BILLY 
p.20.)

4-( *E95.) HERESY or APOSTASY - ?
WEEKS OF ADVENTISM:
“The Denomination is more definitely ori
ented than ever to the Historic EVANGELICAL 
concepts...Seventh-day Adventists will in 
large me aware be participants IN A COHOT 
CFUSADE with other Conservative,EVANGELICAL 
Groups in OPPOSING “APOSTASY" within the

TEMPEST would sweep away the Structure...
I had my Orders...“MEET IT ’",,.regarding 
the Errors that were coming in AKDNG US." 
Series B 2:54-56. 7:39. SMI:I7S,204.T6:I/3.

“Be not deceived; MANY will depart from 
the Faith, giving heed to Seducing spirits 

” ’ and Doctrines of Devils. We’now have befc e 
large Denominations." SDA MINISTRY.JUNE 1966. us the ALPHA of this Danger. The OMEGA

HISTORY REPEATED?
“As the ROMISH clergy saw their congregations GC 464. 
diminishing, they invoked the aid of the 
Magistrates, and by every means in their 
Power endeavored to BRING BACK(“OPPOSE 
APOSTASY IN THE LARGE DENO TREAT IONS." ) BRING 
BACK their hearers. But theppople had found 
in the New Teachings that which supplied the 
wants of their Souls, and they TURNED AWAY ' 
from those who had so long fed them with the 
WORTHLESS HUSKS of Superstitious Rites and 
Human Traditions... IN VAIN both’ Ecclesi-' 
astical- and Civil Authorities were invoked
-to CRUSH-THE HERESY." GC 196.(155).

THE IMAGE OF THE BEAST is being set up by 
following the BISHOP OF THE WORLD COUNCID 
OF CHURCHES - BILLY GRAHAM’ And. the number 
666 - Sr. White applied to the IMAGE in 
AMERICA.’ “Word to Little Flock" p.I9. ' “ 
(See Geo.W.HOLT letter - PRESENT TRUTH 64) 
“THE VERY BEGINNING OF THE GREAT APOSTASY 
was in seeking to supplement the aUthow.*- 
ty of God by that of THE CHURCH. ROME 
BEGAN by enjoining what God had not

„ OMEGA OF APOSTASY. • .
“Dangers that we do not now-discern’will 
soon break UPON US..." Series B 2:50.

"FOTJ OWING IN TEE TRACKS OF ROMANISM’" 
"To secure worldly gains and honors, THE 
CHURCH was led to seek the favor and sup
port of the GREAT MEN of Earth; and HAVD’U 
THUS REJECTED CHRIST, she was induced to 
yield allegiance to the representative of 
Satan,- the Bishop of ROME." GC 50.

Or EGA .. ?
EEJEN G,WHITE PREDICTED that THE CHURCH 

-would go into the "OMEGA" of APOSTASY] No 
' IRS-MAYBES-ANDS-OR-BUTS about it’ “The OMEGA 
WILL FOLLOW, and will be received by those' 
who are not willing to heed the Warning God 
has given." Series B 2?50. DA 161,166.

To’know EXACTLY what they will be Teaching 
see "the Page of all Pages in the Testimonies 

j Follow what they will be Teaching,
GC 471. IL. 43. TM 515.. A3:I7. UWE 161.

ELLEN G.WHITE
"Charles BEECHER, in a sermon in the year 
IS46, declared that the MINISTRY of “the 
EVANGELICAL Prdtestant denominations" is 
“not only formed all the way up wider a 
tremendous pressure of merely HUNAN FEAR, 
but they live, and move, and breathe in a 
state of things radically CQRP.UPT, and’ ap
pealing every hour to every baser element 
of their nature to' HUSH UP THE TRUTH,’and 
Bq^ the Knee to the Power of APOSTASY. Was 

■ net. this the way things went with ROLE? Are 
, ,we not living her life over again? And what

do we see just ahead? Another General Council .’would be built on the SAND, and‘STORM and 
A World’s Convention’ EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE, 
and Universal Creed.’" WHEN THIS SHALL BE 
GAINED, then, in the effort to secure com
plete uniformity, it will “bd Ohly a STEP to 
the resort to Force," GC 444-5.

“...there is perhaps more significance than 
might ordinarily.be seen in the'Scheduling 
BY EVANGELICAL FORCES of a World Congress on 
•Evangelism in West Berlin during parts of 
October and November, 1966, with... 
GRAHAM as honorary Chairman." (SAME

will be of a most startling nature." 2:16.

“I KNEW that the OMEGA would follow in a 
little while; and I trembled FOR OUR REODIT. 
...A GREAT REFORMATION...among SDA’s... 
Our religion would be changed....
A NEW ORGANIZATION would be established... 
BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER.....
The FOUNDERS...would go into the Cities... 
and do a Wonderf*VWork. The SABBATH, of 
course, would be LIGHTLY regarded, as also 
the God who created it. NOTHING would be 
allowed to stand in the way of the 
MOVEMENT...would place their dependence 
on HUMAN POWER,(If you ever saw that in 
your Life - you saw it in the New Hans 
for the vulgar "THRUST" and “BREAKTHROUGH" 
as outlined by PTERSON-CARCICH-CLEVELAJ®- 
WATTS-ANDERSON-FROOKWJEEKS and COMPANY.) 
W—their dependence on HUMAN PCWER, which, 
without God, IS WORTHLESS. Their Foundation

ordinarily.be


5-('195.) FIGHTING HEFESY - ?

will be swept away, by the Worldly Current.

WOLFSON stepped out the BACK Door - while 
the Law entered- the Front. Finally he took 

. off.by Boat to escape the wrath of that 
Laodicean Dragon* Each victory gives them 
more Boldness to go the next Mile. Until 
•they will find,themselves firmly and forever 
on the Side of ANTICHRIST’ The admirers of 

; LASHER and WOLFSON are strangely quiet of 
late - too busy packing their Tithes and 
Offerings to further the work of “THAT OTHER 
GOSPEL?”. Isn’t it strange that the POISON 
DRUG TRAFFIC was once from the Devil - but . 
now the Devil and Babylon have become fully 
Converted - and what they do can be frilly 
endorsed by "God’s people” - J THESE are 
the ones that will now define and nunish 
"APOSTASY” - or "HERESY” - ?

•* •• •• ••. . * •* •» •• •» •• •• •• •• w •* *• ••

Wouldn’t it be nice if we did not .have to 
be in this Struggle? That is what most will

■ Wish and Pray for - hence they will take the
EASY - POPULAR Side - and will Awake, too 
late - to find themselves on the LOSING SIDE
Then they would , give ALL - to have one more

- Chance* But it will be Forever*, too late.
Chen they will be willing to FIGHT t with t c  _

( each other. THAT is the BATTLE CF ARMAGEDDON. DENOIff NATIONS IN TO - ? WHAl'is their

in their own Blood, ’’'here that delicate
■ Woman

forbidden, and she ENDED by FORBIDDING what 
e had explicitly enjoined.” GC 290.

The TIME to decide to be on the WINNING 
SIDE - that Time is NO. When it will be 
SEEN - by all the World - which Side IS 
the Winning Side - it will be too late. 

 Probation is Closed. We should stahd for
the Truth BECAUSE it is Truth - for nothing 
but the Truth - will save us. CONSEQUENCES? 
God will take care of the Consequences.

1 • ■ • ■ ? • ■

•». , MB M» •» •» •*» ^»M» •*

HO TO BE SAVED.
“Many today have VEILS upon -their Faces.

“ These VEILS are SYMPATHY with the' CUSTOMS 
and PRACTICES of the World, which HIDE 
from them the Glory of the Lord... meet 
the requirements ofthe.Bible. This will 
necessitate OPPOSITION to the Fashions, 
Customs, Practices, and Maxims of the World, 
...STAND AS FIRM AS A ROCK... those whose 

The one had to spend a.long Time behind Bars, Souls are not Riveted to the Eternal Rock 
Then was "Re-Baptized" - signifjdng that he will be swept away.by the F’orldly Current, 
was WRONG - and they were RIGHT - after all] ...see the-necessity of DECIDED SEPARATION 
As.Strong a Superstition as holds the Blacks from the CUSTOMS and PRACTICES of’the‘World” 
in Africa under the Spell of his Witch-Doctor^. - - - - - A A « • - A - - - " T6:I46.

"There is constant Danger that OUR EDUCAT
ORS will travel over the SAME GROUND as 
did the JEWS, conforming to CUSTOMS, PRAC
TISES, and TRADITIONS which God has not 
given." T6:I5O.

“The Lamp is in our hands. Let its- Light . 
shine forth brightly.., go forth into the 
CONFLICT which all' must, enter, a CONFLICT 
that-will grow more and more severe "as we 

.. approach the CLOSING STRUGGLE," ^6:470^1.

The Devil has taken the Adventist Church a 
long ways down the Road in the POISONOUS 
FrUG PROGRAM]'.®, You know how your Leaders 
have every one in the Church terrified to 
sxand up and-Witness for the Truth. They

• are now "FOPBIDDING" Natural Vitamins,Herbs, 
and Organic Gardening through the pages of 
the P&H. It was a Grand :Day for Truth when 
Nichols dropped Dead! "It is Time., Lord - 
for Thee to Fork -.«• for they have made void

- -Thy Law." 
LASHER and WOLFSON thought they could co
operate with that Generation of Vipers!!

"When the EARLY CHURCH became CORRUPTED by 
.. .accepting HEATHEN RITES and CUSTOMS, 
she LOST the SPIRIT and. POWER' of God." 
---- r r------- . ---- GC 443.
We now have the evidence of how Rome BEGAN 
the Process of APOSTASY - then, like CAIN, 
when she began to FORCE OTHERS to do as 
SHE was doing - called in the SWORDS of 
her LOVERS - she became a WHORE and that 
System became known as a BEAST. The 144,000 
will not be "DEFILED WITH WOKEN." This is 
"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH’" As Luther under
stood it, and as we understand it. "COKE 
APART AND BE YE SEPARATE’"

APOSTASY.
WEEKS reckons that we should UNITE in a 
"COMMON CRUSADE" to combat "APOSTASY" in 
the LARGE DENOMINATIONS. Which DENOMINATION 
has not been aware of this Problem at all 
Tiroes? Which DENOMINATION has not been 
doing all they could do for this Problem?

• Just what does WEEKS have in Mind? FROOM 
says it is our. rightful place to LEAD - 
and WEEKS seconds the Motion. Just what 
are they intending to LEAD these other

.There is no other* Where. they, will be rolled,, Master- PL an that other Churches have not ---   ™.. • ( J been ahle t0 to STOp APOSTASY???
man - will find words-to call her Preacher! Do they intend to bring in THE LAW - ??? 
‘■ * ”e. •.



PRATINGS OF THE APOSTATE.
"Shall we be charmed with the Pratings of the 
Apostate? Shall we choose to take our stand 
with Satan and his Host? Shall we JOIN with 
the Transgressors of His Law? Bather let it 
be our Prayer: -"Lord, put ENMITY -between me 
and the Serpent." If we are NOT AT ENMITY 
with his work's of Darkness,- his powerful 
folds encircle us, and his Sting is ready at 
any moment to be driven to our Hearts. We 
should count him a Deadly Foe. We should op
pose him in the Name of Christ,.,Th‘e man who 
has ONCE known the Way of Life, and has 
TURNED from the’Convictions of his own Heart, 
to the Sophistry of Satan, "WILL BE :MORE IN* 
ACCESSIBLE and.MORE UNIMJBESSIBIE than he 
who has never tasted the Love of Christ. HE 
WILL BE WISE TO DO EVIL. He has bound himself 
to Satan, even against Light and knowledge. 
HONESTY will not tarry where’POLICY’is har
bored-. .-.-one is of BAAL." T4:596,607.

In these pages we have quoted enough to show 
what-APOSTASY-is * it is "HEATHEN-RITESV - 
it is "QUEEN OF HEAVEN - EASTER STYLES AND 
LADIES DAY" - it is the Catholic "X-TIASS11 - 
does FROOM and WEEKS and COMPANY - do they 
plan on "COMBATING APOSTASY IN THE LARGE 
DENOMINATIONS" - and planning on taking their 
"RIGHTFUL- PLACE AS LEADERS" in the Religious 
World - do they plan on getting BILLY GRAHAM 
to give up the APOSTASY OF KEEPING SUNDAY ?. 
IS THAT WHAT FROOM AND WEEKS HAVE IN MIND ? 
Or do they plan "on "FIGHTING APOSTASY" by 
JOINING THE APOSTASY 1 "All who’ walk by 
the side of an APOSTATE will be imbued by 
his spirit." TM 290. It behooves us then to 
know WHAT apostasy IS J

"To divide our interest with the-LEADERS 
OF ERROR is aiding the WRONG SIDE and 
giving advantage to our Foes-. The Truth 
of God knows NO COMPROMISE with Sin, NO. 
CONNECTION with Artifice, NO UNION with 
Transgression. Soldiers- are wanted who 
will always answer- to the Roll Call and 
be ready for immediate Action, NOT THOSE 
WHO, when needed, are found AIDING THE 
- - r--------------------- ENEMY." TlsSI.

WE HAVE A RIGHT TO SPEAK.
LUTHER: "We have a right to Speak; W- 
have NOT the right to ACT. Let- us- Preach; 
the rest belongs to God. Were I to employ 
FORCE - what should I gain?. GBINAGE,FORMAL
ITY, APINGS, HUfAN ORDINANCES,, and HYPOCRISY; 
----------------------- --- - GC 189. 
Again - when you hand in your Tithe for 
"God’s Work" - ASK your Masters just HOW 
Seventh-day Adventists can FIGHT-OPPOSE- 
DEFEAT .so-called "APOSTASY11 in the other 
Churches J • Just HCW-do. they plan to BEGIN? 
And before you begin - what is your de
finition FOR their Version of "APOSTASY?" 
Perhaps you are TIRED of. the Subject - 
you wish we would DROP it. From what.WEEKS 
says - THEY do not intend to DROP-.IT J.
They intend to launch a MASSIVE CAMPAIGN : 1 
(Meaning the expenditure of HUGE SUiyS :QF 

MONEY - MONEY JEANS .’TITHE - YOUR TITHE’ 
Shouldn’t you Know whet?.they intend to do 

. with YOUR TITHE - BEFORE wYOU "PAY:IT ’
Just HCW and' WHY does WEEKS & COMPANY in-

• tend to spend all that Money?) ' -

OPPOSE APOSTASY?
How do you propose to oppose Apostasy - 
WEEKS? The Denominations have done what 
they COULD short of going to LAW’ - what 
Formula do you have in mind — I'fEEKS. - ? 
Have you TRIED it out yet. - ? Has it 
worked - ? You are now- at LLU — NICHOLS 
said that the MAIN PURPOSE for LLU is to 
EXPERIMENT WITH THE PSYCHEDELIC. MIND-EX
PANDING DRUGS. "PSYCHSOMATIC-MEDICATIONS" 
- is THAT what you have in mind - WEEKS? 
Would you put it in the Drinking-Water? 
Or would you waft it over the Audi? .50®- 
by Blower? Or would you have • the. Deacons' 
hold down the Rebel - and .make him Gargle 
it? Just how would you undertake to SOLVE 
the problem of "APOSTASY1 - WEEKS - ? 
(The. next Time you pay Tithe - why not 
ask just how they intend to USE that Tithe? 
To help BILLY GRAHAM and the NATIONAL

‘COUNCIL OF CHURCHES undertake to. FIGHT 
what they term "APOSTASY?" Perhaps they 
would handle it like they handled the 
BLACK REVOLUTION - ? It is the same GANG.)

6-(^195.) RELIGIOUS'-LIBERTY - ?
Does WEEKS propose to* bring in the "RELIGIOUS 
LIBERTY" Association* into these Hans - ? 
Or does WEEKS have the same mind as some 
others in that "PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPT." - 
such as NUSSBAUM’S ALTAR-BOY MICHAEL - who ■ 
proposed in the «pages of the same' MINISTRY 
MAGAZINE - to hire "HESSIANS" to do: their ’ 
Dirty-Work for them? And not one Preacher 
in the entire Denomination MAN-ENOUGH-TO-SAY 
ONE-WORD-AGAINST-IT.’ Lest he be cast out of 
the Synagogue, (or Worse]) Might turn those 
"HESSIANS" loose ?n him! (Hired-Killers.) 
(Send 'for Report “ 143 - we spent 3 months ■* 
to Document that Evidence. We also’ contacted 
the Prime Minister of Canada at the -Time. 
Asked him if he knew that they were using 
his Name as a Cover for this move. We have 
his Reply.1) "It is Time, Lord - for Thee to , 
Work - for they have made Void thy Law."



“He saw the World wrapped in Satanic De

nothing but DEATH." FCE 469.

THE LOUD CRY.
"BABYLON the Great is fallen, is fallen...

to do...and He will condemn both alike.11 
------------------------------- .-------------- FCE 432.

7-( *E?5.) WEEKS THE SPECIALIST ON APOSTASY1 
WEEKS .had just finished telling us how the 
Church Leaders since the day of DANIELLS - 
had such a Raft of “APOSTATES11 going OUT in 
Droves - (must be over a MILLION1) - they do 
not know HO to hold them - they are merely 
Toying with the Idea of certain "METHODS11 
they intend to try out. Something like their 
DRUG Programme. Yet WEEKS reckons they are 
the men-of-the-Hour with the Qualifications 
and Experience to show these “LARGE DENOMI-

constitute the Great Whore "BABYLON" -) how 
to combat “APOSTASY11 - 1 What’ if the WEEKS 
“PROGNOSIS11 - (Forecasting of the course of 
a DISEASE1) - what if this trains into a 
"THALIDAMIDE EPISODE11 - ?

come.11 PK 187. A6:382. T3:259,452. T7:27. 
“And walked in His Commandments, and 
NOT after the doings of Isreal."PK I9I.

“Wherefore come OUT from among themy and be 
ye SEPARATE, saith the Lord, and touch not 
the Unclean thing...NEVER was.there a Time 
in Earth1 s. History when this Warning was 
more appropriate than at the present Tine, 
Many professed Christians think,

"When we reach the Standard that jhe Lord 
would have us reach,-Worldlings will regard 
Seventh-day Adventists as ODD, SINGULAR, 
STRAIT-LACED EXTREMISTS', "We are made a 
spectacle unto the World, and to Angels, and 

to men," FCE 289. 
"Those who love God will not choose the 
Enemies of God to be their Friends."

OBEDIENCE to God’s Law, THE CHURCH IS 
UNITING. MORE and more closely with the

"In the closing work of God in the. Earth... 
BOLDLY will men of Cod’s appointment DE
NOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH, with THE 
WORLD. .."for the Hour of His Judgment is

I

like SOLOMON, 
that they may UNITE with the Ungodly, because

. "The Protestants have accepted the spurious 
Sabbath, the Child of the Papacy, and have 
exalted it above God’s holy, sahctified Day; 
and our Institutions of Learning have been 
established, for the express purpose of

' COUNTERACTING the Influence of those who do 
not follow the Word of God." FCE 288, '

. "INFLUENCE"
their INFLUENCE over those who are in the 
wrong will be beneficial; BUT TOO OFTEN 
they themselves, ENTRAPPED and OVERCOME, 
yield their Sacred Faith, sacrifice Princi
ple, and SEPARATE themselves from God. ONE 
FALSE STEP LEADS TO ANOTHER, till at last 
they place themselves u^iere they cannot’ 
hope to BREAK THE CHAINS that bind them." 

____________ . - - FCE 500,
"The Lord speaks of those who claim to 

NATIONS" -(which, according to the Testimonies believe the Truth for this time, yet see 
nothing inconsistent in their taking part 
in politics; JINGLING WITH THE CONTENDING 
ELEMENTS OF THESE LAST DAYS, as the circum- 
cised who mingle with the uncircumcised, 
and He declares that He will DESTROY BOTH 
CLASSES TOGETHER WITHOUT DISTINCTION. They 

To know the answer - read Isa. Jer, & Ezekibi,are doing a work that God has not set them 
read them as applying to OUR THE J As Sr. 
White said to do J READ where these LOVERS 
of this LAODICEAN HARLOT(T8:250) will TURN 
ON HER - strip her BARE - and BEAT her with' 
"MANY STRIPES’ T5:753. Isa.28:14-22. 30:1-16. “Come OUT of her, My people..." Rev.IS... 
"WOE TO THEM THAT GO DOWN TO EGYPT FOR HELP’" This is the Message given by God to be 
Isa.31:1. "They shall ALL FAIL TOGETHER»»(3). sounded forth in the LOUD CRY of the Third 
etcetra - etcetra - etcetra - etcetra - Angel.,o Many who once WERE earnest Advent

ists are conforming to the World - to its 
Practices, its Customs, its Selfishness.

ception. He saw men earnestly following their Instead of LEADING the World to render 
own Imagination, thinking they had gained 
everything if they had found ’HGI they might
be called GREAT in the World. But they gained WORLD IN TRANSGRESSION. DAILY THE CHURCH 

IS BECOMING CONVERTED TO THE WORLD...Are 
they less Guilty than the JEWISH CHURCH? 
... There will be a SHARP CONFLICT between 
those who are Loyal to God and those who 
cast scorn upon His Law...THE MARK OF THE 
BEAST is exactly what it has been proclai’m- 
ed to be. NOT. ALL in regard to this matter 
is yet Understood, AND WILL NOT BE UNDER-' 
STOOD until the unrolling of the Scroll,..

FCE 295. "Cry aloud, spare not,., show MY people 
THEIR Transgressions..... A MESSAGE that will 
arouse the Churches IS TO BE PROCLAIMED,. 
the Prophecies of Daniel and the Revelation 
... OUR OWN PEOPLE' need to have the Light 
placed before them in clearer lines... We 
are to enter into NO CONFEDERACY with the 
World, supposing that by so doing we could 
accomplish more," T8:II8-I2O,I59,I6O.
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By-passing the Few letters from Ministers - 
and making a Notation of that Name in the

"The KEIBERS of the' Church will' INDIVIDU
ALLY be Tested, and Proved.;, perhaps 
SEPARATELY and ALONE." T5?463.

WORST ENEMIES.
"...a terrible Crisis... And at that Time 
the... CONSERVATIVE CLASS, (STAY-WITH-THE-

WORST ENEMIES. ...
"JUDAS believed Jesus to be the Messiah.',, 
he hoped to secure a HIGH POSITION* in”the 
New Kingdom.,, a man of keen discernment and 
EXECUTIVE ABILITY, and they commeMed him to 
Jesus as one who would greatly assist Him in

and take their Stand with its avowed Ene
mies, toward whom their Sympathies have 
LONG BEEN TENDING. THESE APOSTATES will 

' then manifest the most bitter Enmity, 
doing all in their Power (RING-LEADERS'

We will let the Adventists "JUMP INTO" 
the Public Arena - but we will go perhaps 

’ "SEPARATELY and ALONE." And it will, not 
bother us what THEY think about it. Be
cause THEIR Thinking has been Colored by 
that FALSE PROPHET standing in their 
Pulpit - so anxious to obtain all their 
Tithes and Offerings that he gives them 
the ULTIMATE of PAPAL DOCTRINE - ONLY THE

INFALLIBLE CHURCH WILL SAVE YOU J- You ' 
cannot be Justified by Faith as-Luther 

understood it. RICHARDS of the VOICELESS 
PROPHECY said that to be Saved OUT"of a 
Church would be as IK'iPOSSIBLE as trying 
to Swim the English Channel with a heavy 
Weight or Stone tied around your NeckJ 
(Or some such Yarn.) But the Prophetic

- ---- ----- MINISTRY. August, 1966.
ARENA - truly a fitting word, 
ARENA - ECUMENICAL ARENA - of the DIABLO ’ 
ARENA - (Webster) - "ROME-The area, usually 
sanded (They shall build their House upon the 
Sand.’), in an Amphitheater, where Gladiatori
al CONTESTS took place. Place of Public 
CONTEST or exertion; Sphere of Action,"

. IN APOSTASY]) to oppress and malign their 
FORMER BRETHREN and to excite indignation 
against them, THIS DAY IS’ JUST BEFORE US, 

. The Members of the Church will INDIVIDUALLY 
be Tested and Proved. (WHY? Will we not be 
Saved IN GROUPS - as the Preachers have

"WE -MUST JUMP OTO THE ARENA’”
... ARENA - the Show must go on.",'
.. ARENA - in a CIRCUS ARENA there is a RING

LEADER, who - with Whip in hand - puts the 
CLOWNS, the HORSES, the ACTORS - through

. . their Paces. In this ECUMENICAL ARENA - ” 
who is going to crack the Whip - ? ..
"...saying to THEM that dwell oh the Earth,' 
that THEY should make an IMAGE to the 'Beast’l

His work. They wCE® SURPRISED.that Jesus'^ 
received him so coolly. The Disciples had 
been disappointed'- that Jesus had not tried 
to secure the co-operation of the LEADERS 
in Isreal. They felt that it was. a MISTAKE

By-passing the Names and the Letters that 
might' be OPPOSED to the Great Plan - they 
picked out this DIAZ LETTER and gave it 
Featured space. Among other things dear td 
the Adventist Heart he said:
"THE TIME HAS COKE...This is the first and
most important Step in our suggested Adventist been telling us? Why "INDIVIDUALLY" - 
AGGICRNAMENTO.,, WE MUST JUMP INTO THE ARENA’" when, according to them — to take an 

INDIVIDUAL STAND - is the GREATEST CURSE 
ON EARTH] We must be Saved IN GROUPS - 
they say,’ But the True-Steel of the Test
imonies reveals “that: "WE ARE NOT SAVED" 
IN GROUPS." GC 490, Proving once and for 

’ all that NO GROUP mil be on the RIGHT 
SIDE (that are CHURCH-KEIBERS’)

the Support of these INFLUENTIAL KEN... 
The after-history of JUDAS would show... 
The co-operation of such men as the Dis
ciples were anxious to secure, would have 
BETRAYED the work into the hands.-of its 

Right Book for future reference - By-passing WORST ENEMIES." DA 294* 
those Names and those Letters - looking" 
eagerly for the "Best" among those favoring 
the Drive into the BILLY GRAHAM CAMP - the 
Honorable Sanhedrin - the Supreme Council & 
Tribunal - the directive*Heads over Religious, CHURCH CLASS) - ...will renounce the Faith 
Civil and Criminal jurisdiction in the 
Synagogue - chose to Feature the Enthuisiasm 
of one DIAZ - Minister for the SDA Latin- 
American Church, SAN FRANCISCO.

8-(H95.) THE GRAND AND GLORIOUS PUN. 
In this Grand and- Glorious Adventist Han 
as set forth by WEEKS in. the SDA MINISTRY 
Magazine - to let the small Fiy know what 
the Big Fish plan to do in. the Splash they 
hope to make in the Sea of ECUIENICISM, They not to strengthen His cause by securing 
let out Words - unknown to them - which’to 
us are Key-Words in the Prophetic Drama.

- - - - - - Rev.13:14.
"WE MUST JUMP INTO THE ARENA]"

"Those who have been regarded as Worthy and 
-Righteous prove to be RING-LEADERS in APOSTASY’"
— - ■-----------------T5 :2I2.
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. ALONE.
“In this Time of unusual Peril, we must 
learn to stand ALONE -. our Faith fixed, 
not on the word of man, but on the Sure 
Promises of- God,” TM 490*
“BEWARE. See that your arm is not linked 
in the arm of a personal DEJOT. He is in 
appearance as a man. He is walking about 
as a Roaring Lion, seeking whom he may 
devour, and he finds' them among Seventh- 
day Adventists.*1 TM 333*>2°PsJ They forgot _ _ ____ _ _ _____ 1^2 i£Q$e..4P-£ 2ne

TINGLE. *out ~ ’
Those who think the Message is too Rough 
He will make their ears “TINGLE*1 - what 
does that re an? “Behold, I will do a 
thing in Isreal, at which both the Ears 
of every one that Heareth it shall TINGLE. 
... when I BEGIN - I will also make an 
END... that the Iniquity of Eli’s House

• shall not be purged with Sacrifice nor 
Offering for ever.**,,. NO SACRIFICE could 
atone’f or such WILLFUL TRANSGRESSION...

• The Isrealites made WAR with the- Phili
stines CHEEKS is going to make WAR with 
“APOSTASY11 - ’)... FOUR THOUSAND of them 
were Slain... AVERY GREAT SLAUGHTER,for 
there fell of Isreal. THIRTY THOUSAND 
FOOTMEN. And the Ark of God was taken; 
and the two Sons of Eli, Hophni and 
Phinehas, were Slain.. .Eli.. .died,**' SR 

? - - - - - - - - w -------- --- 185-7.
“MANY who now claim to believe the Truth, 
but who have NO ANCHOR, will be bound up 
with Satan*s Party.” TM 412.

Did we qUo$e this out of Context? No, 
EW 256 shows the 3rd Angel’s-Message 
is an ANCHOR. Those who JOIN the NCC 
have let go the ANCHOR* T5:7I2,7I5.

9-('*195 •) Picture drawn by the Pen of True 
Inspiration, tells us that - “We must learn 
to stand ALONE...The SOONER we'learn this 
the BETTER." EW 105.$7:17. Ey. 69,3 5'6,3 ST* 
NL 129. GC.395.-TM 63,490. PK 148. T5:526.

............ THESE CHRISTLESS SOULS,
“TO BRETHREN IN.RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS” - 
”...the RULE-OR-PUIN System is too' often 

. seen in our Institutions. This spirit is 
cherished and revealed by some in RESPONSI
BLE POSITIONS, and because of this GOD CAN
NOT DO THE WORK He desires to dp' THROUGH 
THEM... Shall we exalt human wisdom and 
POINT to finite, changeable, erring men as 
a DEPENDENCE in Time of Trouble?.,, Put some 
men, as soon as they are placed in Sacred 
Positions of TRUST regard themselves as 
GREAT MEN... they, are cherishing a'Love of 
DARKNESS; and just as long as these CHRIST- 
LFSS SOULS are retained in POSITIONS of 
RESPONSIBILITY the cause of God is imperiled. 
THEY are in Danger of fastening themselves 
so firmly with the Dark Leader of all Rebel
lion that THEY will NEVER see LIGHT; and the 
LONGER THEY are retained the more HOPELESS 
is their chance of receiving Christ... GOD 
CANNOT reveal Himself through some who are 
entrusted with responsibilities.’HE CANNOT

. MAKE THEM CHANNELS... In that Day when 
Judgment is passed upon all, the Sentence 
WILL be pronounced against THEM, “Thou art 
Weighed in the Balances, and art found '
- -------------------------WANTING." TM 279-286.
0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—o—p—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0

WHAT IS COMING.
The CHURCH unites with the WORLD. PK 187. 
National Council of Churches - Billy Graham
- Oral Roberts- - Evangelicalism' - Senators -
Magistrates - Great Men - Mighty Men - -
Kings - Queens - and Presidents'. (JOHNSON'-'• 
REH. p.24. Sept.’22,1966.). United Nations. 
Drug-Mogols, Internationalists. Talmudists. 
All this they call a “BREAKTHROUGH** as the 
result of a “THRUST’” MINISTRY, Aug. 1966. 
We call it “THE GREAT ECUMENICAL RAPE.”’ and 
the PIMPS for this T8:250 HARLOT .- are the 
PUBLIC RELATIONS KEN - seeking for many a

•long Year - for “Public Relations” - “Public 
Affairs" - and seeking eagerly for “Inches" 
of NEWS—PAPER space to paste in. their DIARY ' 
of CONQUESTS’ If you’do not like this Lan
guage, it is simply because you do . not know 
the Language of the Bible - for what we are 
dealing with is the GREAT WHORE of .the Reve
lations, and those, who hold "FQRNICATIOJ?* 
with her] “Do not any longer pick Flaws in 
them, saying,”...They talk too STRONGLY.”’-• ' 
They may talk STRONGLY; but is it not needed?

GOD WILL MAKE THE EARS OF THE HEARERS 
TINGLE if they will not heed His Voice or” 
His Message...SATAN has laid every measure 
possible that NOTHING shall come among us 
as a people to REPROVE and REBUKE us, and

• EXHORT us to put away our Errors. But>- 
there-is-a-people-who-will-bear-the-Ark 
of God... In the past' God has raised up 
men, and He still has MEN of opportunity 
WAITING, PREPARED to do His bidding-MEN 
who will go through RESTRICTIONS which 
are made as Walls daubed with untempered 
Mprtaa... THEY will proclaim the Word of

J*bo Lord; THEY will lift up their voice 
like a Trumpet... THEY will show the 
people their Transgressions.'., THE CONFLICT 
is to wax Fiercer and Fiercer. SATAN will 
take the field and personate Christ.” TM 
------------------ ...---------------4IO-4II.



The people will blame God for their Trouble

If you want more Proof - read the Record 
of the “FALSE SHEPHERDS” who lead the Mobs

are our “FORMER BRETHREN” that show the 
Wolves where the Saints are.

What proof have we that these will be 
ADVENTISTS? ”OUR GREATEST ENEMIES WILL BE 
OUR FORMER BRETHREN.” (Some “Brethren.1” )

JUDAS was one of the TWELVE - he went to 
the OLD CHURCH to fight “APOSTASY11 - he 
led a “MULTITUDE” with Sticks and Staves 
to the Camp of the Saints.

LIKE JUDAS.
“I saw the nominal Church and nominal 
ADVENTISTS - LIKE JUDAS - would betray us 
to the Catholics,.• The Saints will then 
be an OBSCURE people, LITTLE KNOWN TO THE

THE LAW - not as Unrighteous as the Church
will grant PUBLIC HEARINGS watched over 
TELEVISION and by the Mediums of the PRESS- 
throughout the Land. THEN AT LAST THE LAW- 
THE LAW OF ALL LANDS - will Issue' a Death- 
Decree - this will be EVEN AFTER 5 PLAGUES] 
Will STILL have more sense of Righteousness 
than that Church. Will STILL give an oppor
tunity to Recant. And if not - a Day"will 
be set for the Church-Leaders to lead their 
Mobs to the Camp of the Saints. It is at 
PIDNIGHT the Law is to come into effect.

-You know the Story. 
Some so-called “ADVENTISTS” will not WAIT 
for the Decree and the Lav; - and will try 
to Strike BEFORE the MIDNIGHT HOUR. The 
Record reads that their Swords “break and 

in the Time of Trouble. They will blame God’s Poll as powerless as a Straw.” GC 631. 
people. They will blame the failure to keep 
Sunday. They will blame everything but the 
True Cause - THEMSELVES ’

The Spirit of God is withrawn.
Then Satan is released. War - Revolution - 
“Black Power” - “Riots” - Venereal Disease - 
Labor Trouble - Storm.by Land & by Sea.
When God plays “DEAD.”

IO-('<L95.) WHEN GOD PLAYS DEAD.
When the Churches UNITE - God speaks.'How 
does He spehk? By doing something? No, By 
doing NOTHING. By playing “DEAD.”

known to the Catholics? A Notice goes up 
on the Bulletin Board at the Ecumenical' 
Council in Rome - that an Official Observer 
from the SDA Church (Roy A. Anderson) from 
Washington is here. The JESUIT COLLEGE 
Press praised the SDA COMMENT ARIES. Priests 
“dedicated” the SDA Library. Send congratu
lations for building that Big Church in 
LONDON, ENGLAND. NUSSBAUM visited the POPE 
6 Times in the “interests of Religious 
Liberty(?)”- They “ROTATE” their Medical 
Students with CATHOLIC UNIVERSITIES. They 
Hire CATHOLIC LAWYERS - these are the

THE LAW will grant Religious Liberty long 
enough for the Message to do its Work.GC

- 611,
Then - due to the persistent demands of the 
Church - the Clamour for Blood - they go 
to the EXPERTS of- Persecution - THE CATHOLICGog holds Satan in Check, We do not know 

what this Means to us. We have an Inkling 
in the French Revolution - when the Winds 
let go - when God stopped holding things in 
Check. Another Example is the Destruction 
of Jerusalem - one of the 7 Horrord of the 
World, When God does NOTHING - it means the 
RUIN of the World, "When PROTESTANT Churches 
shall seek the support of the secular Power 
...then there will be a NATIONAL APOSTASY “ 
which will END only in NATIONAL RUIN.” I8S4 ----- '-------------------gc /IO.

They will seek to the LAW for Revenge. But 
the Law will act to “hold back a mighty

Torrent of Evil.” Senators and Statesmen will
stand in the Gap. Some of these will be Saved .to the Camp of_the_ Saints - again these 
The LAW will still grant' Religious Liberty- 
when the Fallen Church WILL NOT, Anyone' who 
knows the Temper of the Adventist people a- 
gainst a “DETRACTOR”' or “HERETIC” - has to 
Shudder at the Hatred exemplified - which is 
WORSE than the JEWS & the CATHOLICS of Old.
PAUL still was able to speak in SYNAGOGUES. 
(TRY THIS in an Adventist Church’)* LUTHER 
STILL had the Right to an Open Hearing - 
many “HERETICS” are PUT OUT of the Adventist 
Church WITHOUT EVEN KNOWING SUCH ACTION WAS _ _ ,
TAKEN] Oh, yes’ We put a Stop to some" of this,CATHOLICS (is that the SDA Church - little 
when we notified them this was neither ac
cording to the Law of the Land not the Law 
of the Church. One case they hurriedly put 
the Name BACK ON AGAIN’ And then they were 
forced to take “FORMAL ACTION.” Yet these 
people DID NOT APPEAR, at any Tribunal to.be 
able to Defend themselves, NOT EVEN THE .
CATHOLICS OF THE DARK AGES employed THOSE 
kind of Methods. The ONLY thing holding the 
Adventist back Today is - THE LAW’ If they 
nourish the SAME SPIRIT they had both before 
and after MENNEAPOLIS “THEY WILT. FBI UP TO 
THE FULL THE DEEDS” of the JEWS that slew Christ.’ TM 79.
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TI:I90.

These ADVENTIST and SMITH MYTHS - only re
sult in the average Church-Member acting 
like a Whipped-Cur! Like EICHMANN - the 
ORGANIZATIONAL MAN. Only carry out POLICY.

"CUT IT DOOj why cumbereth it the Ground? 
...In these words there is a lesson to’all 
who are connected with the work of God,., 
in like manner God bears long with His 
PEOPLE. BUT of those who have had great 
advantages, and who are standing in posi
tions of High and Sacred Trust, and yet 
bear no Fruit, He says:"CUT IT DCWN; why 
cumbereth it the Ground.1’ T7:200.

II-(*195.) people "LITTLE KNOWN TO THE 
CATHOLICS? With BUS-LOADS of PRIESTS coming 
to WASHINGTON to hear FROOM - ?

"HONESTY will riot tarry where POLICY 
is harbored. They will NEVER agree - 
one is of BAAL - the other of GOD.” 
T4:607. T5!96. PK -544,141-2. GC 460.

JUST WHO IS CUT DON ?
‘JWhen trees without Fruit are CUT DCWN as 
Cumberers of the Ground, when I'ULTTTUDES 
OF FALSE BRETHREN are distinguished from 
the TRUE - then the HIDDEN ONES will be 
revealed to "view ... AS DAVID.” T5?SI.
T9:26. A2:I43. GC 27,601.001. 215-218.

WICKED .DIE J
. "While the Wicked are DYING from Hunger 
and Pestilence, ANGELS will shield the 
Righteous and supply their Wants."GC 629.

"LET A CHURCH become Proud and Boastful, 
not depending on God, not exalting His 
Power, and THAT CHURCH will surely be LEFT 
by the Lord, to be BROUGHT DOWN TO THE 
_____________ _ _____GROUND."T 8:127 
”Y0U ARE POOR, and miserable, and blind, 
and naked... soon the word that was given 
concerning Eli ’s house will be spoken to 
the Angels concerning you... MANY, I saw, 
were flattering themselves that they were 
good Christians, who had not a single ray 
of Light from Jesus... And I saw that the 
Lord was WHETTING HIS SWORD IN HEAVEN TO 
CUT THEM DCWN. Oh, that every Lukewarm 
Professor could realize the dean work

NOT SLAIN.’
While Adventists revel in a "SLAUGHTER” of 
the Saints - and the Shepherd’s Rods bay at 
the same Moon -

“The Saints will then be an OBSCURE people, 
LITTLE KNOWN TO THF CATHOLICS. (Showing that 
they had NOT been out "SLAUGHTERING” them.’) 
...Then the Catholics bid the Protestants to 
go forward, and issue a Decree that all who 
will not observe the First Day of the Reek, 
instead of the Seventh Day, shall be Slain. 
...The Catholics will give their power to 
the Image of the Beast. And the Protestants 
will work as their Mother worked before them 
to DESTROY the Saints. But BEFORE their De
cree bring or bear Fruit, the Saints will be 
DELIVERED by the Voice of God.” p.I,2 - 
"MAGEN & SPAULDING COLLECTION" - that WHITE 
of the VAULTS tried to SUPPRESS’ (Re may be 
able to tell you where to get a Copy. This 
one Quotation is worth the <d12.oo. There are 
------ - - many more,)

The Record reads over and over again - the 
definite Promise of God - THERE WILL'BE NO 
SLAUGHTER’

IN THE SEAT,ING TIME, ~
"I saw that those who’had the Means, were 
required to help Speed those Messengers,' 
that God had called to labor in his cause, 
ard as they went from place to place,they 
would be Safe from THE PREVAILING PESTHENCT 
But if any were NOT sent of God, they would 

POLICY precedes BIBLE-TESTIMONIES-CONSCIENCE ’ be in Danger of being' CUT DOWN by the PESTI
LENCE... Soon the Dead and Dying will be 
all around us." PT 32. (LEFT OUT of EW ZS)

If the Righteous are ript Slain - should 
this not encourage the Righteous - as the 
ONLY WAY OF SAFETY? There are TWO "TIMES 
OF TROUBLE' SUCH AS NEVER. WAS"' - we accept

URIAH SMITH’S MYTHS.
The SMITH MYTHS that are the Apple and the
Pie of the Adventist Diet - the ”EEAR” of a
’’SLAUGHTER" - the "FEAR" of the "LAW” - the that God is about to make among His pro- 
"FEAR" of "ROMANISM" - AS THOUGH GOD IS DEAD’ fessed people.’" TI:I90.
And has NO PCFER to hold these Forces in
Check/ Nor the 4 Angels commissioned to HOLD
THE FOUR WINDS --THEY HAVE. NO POWER’

' A CLEVER. DECEPTION’
What a clever Deception of the Devil - to 
build the Myth of a "SLAUGHTER". - then to 
AVOID that "SLAUGHTER" - those who BELIEVE 
in that "SLAUGHTER" - go for Protection - • 
FLEE into the Ranks of the EVANGELICALS - 
the. very Place in which the SLAUGHTER WILL 
TAKE PLACE.’ While there will be NO SLAUGHTER as LIGHT from Bro, C<F.DAVIS of DANVILLE 
among the True People of God.’ As long as WASH .USA - the one for the SAINTS in the 
they remain IN THE LIGHT.’ DARK AGES is PAST.’ The NEXT is for NATIONS’



It is those who neglect to “OBEY GOD’S COM- 
LMNDLENTS” who will have “NO SECURITY OF 
THEIR LIVES',.'Angels cannot protect them from 
the Warath of their Enemies.” SG 3:195-6,

ABOVE THE VISIBLE CHURCH.
“TVJO ABUSES of man in matters of Faith: 
the FIRST is the Intrusion of the Civil 
MAGISTRATE, and the SECOND the Arbitrary

. AUTHORITY of THE CHURCH. Instead of these 
. abuses, PROTESTANTISM sets the Power of

CONSCIENCE ABOVE the MAGISTRATE, and the 
Authority of the Word Of "God ABOVE the 
VISIBLE CHURCH.” GC 203-4.

“In some places, before the Time for the 
Decree to he executed, the Wicked, rushed 
upon the Saints to SLAY them; but Angels IN 
THE FORM OF MEN OF WAR fought them. SATAN 
WISHED to have the privilege of DESTROYING 
the Saints of the Most High; but...JESUS 
would be honored by TRANSLATING, WITHOUT 
THEIR SEEING DEATH’, the faithful, waiting 
ones who had so long expected Him...
Next came the MULTITUDE of the angry Wicked, 
and next a Mass of Evil Angels, hurrying on 
the Wicked to SLAY the Saints. But beforq 
they could approach God’s people, the Wicked 
must first, pass this Company of Nighty,Roly 
Angels. THIS WAS IMPOSSIBLEEW 233,284.

ROMANISM led on the MOB and the MULTITUDE" 
to slay those who did not do her Obeisance. 
“A DAY OF RETRIBUTION AT LAST HAD COME«- 
the Scaffolds “RAN RED WITH THE ’BLOOD OF 
THE PRIESTS.” GC 283. It is this SALE 
PRINCIPLE which will be carried out in 
the SPIRITUAL BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON - when 
the “HIRELING PRIESTS” are torn LIMB FROM 
LIL® J So before this Day of Retribution 
builds up - -ye -should Study the DEFINITION 

OF APOSTASY - ’
“The APOSTATE-is never at Rest, except as 
he’ obtains SYMPATHY and SUPPORT by induc
ing others to follow his Example. For this 
reason, FALLEN ANGELS and WICKED MEN - ' ’ 
UNITE in desperate Companionship.“GC 505.

“The Followers of Christ and the Ser
vants of Satan CANNOT HARMONIZE J”

GC 507.

IMMUNIZATION GUNS.’- . ...
It is those who are Seeding the Blood-Streams 
with "IMTXZATI0N GUNS” (250,000/ in I MONTH.’) 
p.9.“C0LUL®IA UNION VISITOR" Nov.17,1966 - 
and their. POISON-DRUG-TRAFFIC - that are SW
ING the SEEDS for the 1st. PLAGUE J It will be 
a "TILE OF TROUBLE”’ FOR THEM) “FEAR NOT - 

•LITTLE FLOCK.”, Wl60.’’ ’’

“At the commencement of the Time of Trouble 
...I saw the Sword, Famine, Pestilence, and 
great Conf&sion in the Land. The WICKED 
thought that we had brought the Judgments 
upon them,(if it were the Saints that were 
DYING BY .THE SWORD - why would the “WICKED” 
think any such thing? Obviously the Saints 
WERE NOT DYINGJ)and they rose up and took 
counsel to rid the Earth of us, thinking 
that then the Evil would be stayed, IN THE. 
TILE OF TROUBLE( we were all Slaughtered?) 
we ALL fled from the Cities end Villages, 
but were pursued by the Wicked, who entered 
the Houses of the Saints with a Sword. They 
raised the Sword to kill us, BUT IT BROKE,- 
and fell as powerless as a Straw.” 34,56.

APOSTASY’
Since Adventists are going to launch out 
in a mighty Programme to fight “APOSTASY”
- what is the SoP definition for APOSTASY? 

GC 384 tells us what the BEGINNING of the 
“GREAT APOSTASY’ was] HEATHEN CUSTOMS’ 
GC 386 tells us’ that “SPLENDID CHURCHES” 
a Fancy-Pants Preacher whose Sermons 
“MUST NOT TOUCH FASHIONABLE SINS” which 
are concealed under a surface Veneer of 
“a pretense of godliness” - but LEFT OUT 
are the Words found in the 1884 GC 234s 
“God looks upon these APOSTATE BODIES, & 
declares them DAUGHTERS OF A HARLOT.” 
GC 387 - to please the “DAUGHTERS OF A 
HARLOT” - EASTER is LEFT OUT. Found in 
the 1888 Book as a MAJOR APOSTASY] Do 
the WEEK-eyes of ADVENTISM intend to SEE 
THESE SINS and declare them “APOSTASIES”?

12- ('<195.) STARK STARING FEAR.’ 
While the Adventist goes around CRINGING - 
AFRAID to say anything for ^EAR of what 
“MIGHT HAPPEN" ~ he ends up DOING NOTHING.’ 
Because of Stark, Staring, FEAR]

“Those who are “DO-NOTHINGS” now will 
have the super-scription upon them, 
“Thou art weighed in* the Balances, 
and art found VI ANTING.” They ICNEW 
their Master’s will, but did it not. 
...and they will be LEFT ’with those' 
whom they did not try to Save.“TH 237.

“But LIGHT and DARKNESS CANNOT-HARMONIZE. 
Between TRUTH and ERROR there is an'IRRE
PRESSIBLE CONFLICT. To uphold and defend 
the one is to ATTACK and OVERTHROW the 
other...“I came NOT to send Peace, but a

- Sword. “GC 126.
“VIOE UNTO YOU, when all men shall speak 
WELL of you] for so did their Fathers to 
THE FALSE PROPHETS.” GC 144.
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“The Third Angel’s Message must do its work 
of SEPARATING from THF CHURCHES a people

• who will take their stand on the Platform 
of Eternal Truth.” MS 19,1900.

Reformers?) and accord them FRATERNAL FELLOW-

13-('195.) APOSTATES SEEK UNITY]
Pead that last Statement over again. Is 
that not what it says? That APOSTATES'SEEK 
UNITY? And is not the Message of Rev.IS - 
God’s Message - the Third Angel’s Message - 
is that not a -Message -of SEPARATION? It is 
the Mind of a WHOPE - TO UNITE J

THE SOW THAT -WAS WASHED.
“But it is happened unto them according to- 
the True Proverb,The DOG is returned to his 
own VOMIT again; and the SOT that was’washed 
to her Wallowing in the MIRE." 2 Peter 2:22.

’’For without are DOGS, and SORCERERS, 
and WHOREMONGERS, and MURDERERS (MM 139), 
and IDOLATERS, -and whosoever LOVETH 
and MAKETH - a LIE’” Rev.22:15.

’'Here we see that THE -CHURCH - the Lord’s 
Sanctuary - was the FIRST to feel' the Stroke 
of the WRATH of God. THE ANCIENT MEN...THEY 
SAY:,..He is too merciful to visit HIS PEOPLE 
IN JUDGMENT. Thus ‘'PEACE & SAFETY’ is the cry 
from...THESE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK... 
ALL (How many?) ALL PERISH TOGETHER ,”T5:2lI. ,

For one who kno^s Better - to read some of 
the things seen in the Church-Papers - is 
enough to make one feel “Sick to tho Stomach J”

ROY A .ANDERSON-HEAD OF SEMINARY -"
in SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE,Sept.1964.

"It is the spirit of Evil that SEPARATES; 
the Spirit of Truth ALWAYS leads to UNITY.”

V 
^3

(The Lord’s Formula for NOT to Perish
es- to Flee OUT of JERUSALEM when the 
(SIGNS are given.’ “GO YE OUT TO MEET 
(HIM.....’” "In this Time the GOLD’ 
(will be SEPARATED from the DROSS

. (in the Church.” T5:8I.(OifLy DROSS 
-(will remain] The GOLD will SEPARATE]) superaiwated piffle.

The present Drive for ECUMENICAL OUTREACH 
with the Laodicean Harlot standing on 
Broadway with outstretched arms anxious 
for the Embrace of the INLUMERABLE I.ULTI- 

“tx?TUDES - is expressed in better words than

MORE-OF-THE-SAME ’ (l/B) 
SHIP.,,’ It is. not Love for SOLE men but 
for ALL men that receives the APPROBATION 
OF HEAVEN, Divine' Love embraces the WHOLE 
human family. THIS WE LUST PREACH]... 
There has been at times Confusion of 
Tongues on the question of BROTHERHOOD... 
ALL MEN ARE BROTHERS and by virtue of 
their HUMANITY (Oog]) are. worthy of our 
LOVE and RESPECT...Only LOVE, the LOVE of 
God, can break down the BARRIERS that 
SEPARATE man from his fellow man. Our 
Members will not accidently receive this 
spirit. They must be prayerfully TAUGHT 
and tactfully LED into it... When LOVE 
rules our Hearts the LONG AWAITED REVIVAL 
WILL COLE, and the whole World will again 
be Lighted by His Glory.” R.A.A. June/64.

ITISAFOOL]
“A prating FOOL shall Fall... A ROD is 
for the back of him that is VOID of UNDER- 
STANDING...FOOLS DIE for want of Wisdom,.. 
A COMPANION OF FOOLS shall be DESTROYED... 
DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT.“Proverbs “ 
- --------------- 10:8,13,21.13:20,23.

PILED HIGHER AND DEEPER(PhD) 
“Some of the ECUI'UNICAL SENTIMENTS mani
fested at the .Second Vatican Council can 
ALSO BE USED BY US to advantage. We must 
not Stumble over seeming obstacles, but 
USE THEM AS SPRINGBOARDS."(Then continu- 
•ing how “ADVENTISM & ECUMENISM’ - how it 
“WORKED IN FRANCE]" by C.WINANDY,Minister, 
French Conference. LTNISTPY, Sept. 1965•) 

If there is any otherF..,. around, 
that wants to see his Name go up in 
Print - he knows how he better show 
his Sentiments to the EDITORS of 
the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE. Just 
make awful SURE you do not write 
anything AGAINST it] If you know 7 
which Side your Bread is Buttered.

r/ 
o 

"AS THE CHURCHES depart more and more widely 
from the Truth, and ally themselves more 1 
closely with, the World, THE TILE WILL COLE ' 
when those who Fear and Honor God CAIL NO 
LONGER REMAIN IN CONNECT ION WITH THEM." I884Cr even HOUTEFF could express it - by R.H.

PIERSON, newly elected PRESIDENT as he 
gives his hearers HOUTEFF’s Rev.7:9. 
COLUMBIA UNION VISITOR. July 28,1966.

Thus they hope to build a loose 
Organization, -with open membership, 

Dunk a person’s head underwater regard
less of personal behaviour or theology, 
dependent only upon his assertion of be- 

' lief in Christ. A social club,

(LEFT OUT of your GC - WHY?)- - - - GC 240 
• - TO MAKE ROOM FOR THIS;

"It is the spirit of EVIL that .SEPARATES; the 
Spirit of Truth ALWAYS leads to UNITY,” SDA 
MINISTRY. R.A.ANDERSON, p.4. Sept. 1964.

DUNGHILL CF DECRETALS.GC 549.
“THE CHURCH...can only instruct its own 
Members to regard ALL’ MEN AS BROTHERS (even



- who will speak to us - is used by God to 
bring HEALING to the Nation, the FGBP.FI is 
Bringing the Holy Spirit to the Nation. The 
Seventh-day Adventists are bringing us •

“There is Cheap, very Cheap FODDER placed 
before the people.” TM 337.

“LOVE”
“THE GREAT APOSTASY incorporated into the 
Christian faith...SPIRITUALISM... as an 
Angel of Light. He appeals to the reason 
by the presentation of elevating Themes; 
he delights the fancy with enrapturing 
Scenes; and he enlists the Affections by 
his ELOQUENT PORTRAYALS OF “LOVE” AND' "' 
“CHARITY” ,“ Spiritualism Chapter.GC 554*

ANDERSON: “LOVE” and “GOD” are breaking" 
down the “BARRIERS.” MINISTRY. June,I964. 
FGBPFI FORD: “The Holy Spirit” is breaking 
down the denominational “BARRIERS.”

ELLEN G.WHITE: “SATAN is continually seek
ing to OVERCOME the people of God BY BREAK
ING DCWN THE BARRIERS which SEPARATE them. e* 
Ancient Isreal was enticed into Sin when 
they ventured into FORBIDDEN ASSOCIATION 
with the Heathen, IN A SIMILAR MI'WR are 
Modern Isreal LED astray.” GC 508.

RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY. 
“The UNION of THE CHURCH with THE STATE - 
be the degree never so slight, WHILE IT PAY 
APPEAR to bring the World NEARER to the 
Church, does IN REALITY but. bring the Church 
NEARER to the World.” GC 297.

BREAKING DCWN THE BARRIERS. 
The Church is a City - set on-a-’Hill. High 

. above the Lowlands of the Earth. She must 
keep her Light trimmed and Burning - for no 
Wolf or T1 ief will enter a well-lit City, 
In the same Sense - and in no other Sense - 
the MULTITUDES will NOT be attracted to the 
Truth. Never -have been - never will be.

R.A ANDERSON reckons that “LOVE” 
will break down the “BARRIERS” - 
that is perhaps'WHY he was seen 

in the Seattle World’s Fair on BILLY GRAHAM 
and ORAL ROBERT !s Platform. It was “LOVE” - 
there is no doubt about it.-But Love for 
WHAT - and by WHOM? Did Billy Graham or did 
Oral Roberts start to CHANGE their DOCTRINE 
ONE-IOTA - ? Of course not’ WHO then - made 
the CHANGE? They had a BANNER there which 
said: “THE BANNER OVER US IS LOVE’” (Tie will 
see how long that ”LOVE“ will last -when they 
have enough PCWER to bring in the STATE and 
the LAS? - as the Prophecies tell us is the 
next and logical Step after the WINE-DRINIC- 
ING-TIME - which is the process for STARTING 
EVERY WAR that was ever fought. First come 
the W0»I - LOVE - and the HEADY-LINE. Then 
follows the Plans for the WAR J Just WHO did 
ANDERSON say was breaking the “BARRIERS” 
down? He said it was LOVE and. GOD. June/64.

“Said Clifford Ford, FGBMFI Director:
“The Holy Spirit is breaking dorm the 

denominational BARRIERS. As Rev. ORAL ROBERTS MULTITUDES are filled with FURY. “WE ARE
LOST J” they cry,(These Preachers had 
taught them' to say:. “WE. ARE SAVED 1” ).., 
and. they turn upon the FALSE SHEPHERDS...
EVERYWHERE there is Strife & Bloodshed.”

I4-('/I95.) CHURCH TINKERS. ' Prophecy. THIS FELLOWSHIP is Spear-heading
This was the Building Programme undertaken THE GREATEST REVIVAL the World has ever 
by the Romish Church. It is the SALE pattern known.” p.5. FULL GOSPEL PEN’S VOICE Sept, 
followed to the letter by every Hierarchy 1962. (Ask for FREE Copy. A few left.) 
that sets its Goal on NUMBERS as the ULTIMATE, 
Thus a Nebulous Fellowship made up of anyone

• who confesses Christ - Doctrine is soon re
placed by Authority. “PEGHT PALES RIGHT,” ’ 
This is the Building of that GREAT BABYLON. 
This is the Mind of the WHCRE, 

THEREFORE THERE HATH BEEN NO. LATTER 
RAIN.

“Therefore the Showers have been withholden, 
and there hath been NO LATTER RAIN; and thou 
hadst A WHORE’S FOREHEAD, thou refusedst to 
be Ashamed,” Jer,3:3.

ALL BECAUSE OF POLICY.
“All who neglect the Word of God to study 
Convenience and POLICY, that they may not 
be at variance with the World, will be 
LEFT to receive DAMNABLE HERESY for re
ligious Truth.” GC 523.

WHO LEADS TO UNITY? " 
“Church-Lumbers LOVE what the World LOVES, 
and are ready to JOIN with them; and SATAN 
determines to UNITE them In one Body.”GC 
-------------------- .-------------- --------- *------- 588.

THE LAST UNITY’(GQ 655-6) 
The “UNITY” and “LOVE” Preachers - will 
find their Congregations in the LAST UNITY 
in the Battle of ARMAGEDDON J Here is the 
Graphic Picture from the Pen of Inspiration 

“The people SEE that they have been 
•< deluded. They ACCUSE one another of hav
ing led them to DESTRUCTION; but all UNITE 
in heaping their bitterest CONDEMNATION 
upon the P'INISTERS. UNFAITHFUL PASTORS 
have prophecied SPLOOTH THINGS;,,, The

FGBP.FI


THIS BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD - develops

NATIONS’FIGHTING THERE’ All their Prophetic 
Interpretations were built on nothing more 
substantial than CATHOLIC TRADITION - 
TRADITION which even the Catholics had 
droppedJ The more we see of Adventism - 
the more we realize that what they now 
have is a grand and glorious SECOND-HAND 
RELIGION] Which is substantiated by the 
Fact that they are even BOASTING of that 
in their PUBLIC MEETINGS ] What we have 
“IN COMMON", with the other DenominationsJ 
Where did they get that “TEN DIVISIONS’1 
of Nations when Christ comes? That the 
Stone cut out without hands strikes the 
TEN NATIONS - who are at each others 
Throats? When ALL the Nations have ONE 
Mind with the BEAST] This is the Truth]

15-('<t95.) 'THE IMPENDING CONFLICT... '
The Straight-Testimony seals one Class.
The others are “LEFT" to the Control of Evil IS (no question about it]
Angels. They start a "Great Religious Revival. 
This is shown in GC 464-471. Telling us ex
actly what they will be Teaching* EW 270 
also givdfe some of this Information. All 
that is necessary to be “LEFT TO THE CONTROL thev End up in ARMAGEDDON - and Lo] and 
OF EVIL ANGELS" is to be “CARELESS” and. "IN— behold] There are NO TEN DIVISIONS OF 
DIFFERENT" and do as BRINSMEAD says to do, 
also the Preachers of BABYLON: lake “NO 
EFFORT". Then talcing the WRONG side on the 
Sunday-Law Issue or any other Issue - is 
merely what follows the Rejection by God. 
They will have NO POWER to take any Right 
Side ever again. "His Angels LEFT those who 
MADE NO EFFORT to help themselves, and I 
lost sight of them," Erl 270, See GC 471,

NOTE - ALL PUBLIC RELATIONS MEN:.
"He that would be a FRIEND of the World —

IS the ENEMY of
.. .. - - - - God]”
Thev enlist the PCWER of (l)STATE - (2) 
SPIRITUALISM - MIRACLES - WONDERS - (3) 
UNITE with the other Churches, (4) Until

Anyway - they went Frantic when they came to 
the TITHE Subject in TM and did some 
drastic Scrambling there. That TITHE was to 
go to God’s "MESSENGERS" - the “SWIFT IESSEN- 
GERS" -in the SEALING THE - OR YOU would 
be LOST] This they threw out as one of those 
NON-ESSENTIALS 0 Then have the Satanic Inp- 
udence to stand there and say NOTHING HAS 
BEEN "SUPPRESSED]” But' this is the Subject 
for another Paper. What they LEFT OUT of EW,

JUDAS "sought Repentance with many Tears" - 
AFTER, his Probation was Closed. NORAH,DATHAN 
and ABIRAM stood with Censors in their hands 
dressed in Priestly attire - professing to 
be the True Representatives of God RIGHT TO 
THE VERY LAST] And, as we have seen - so do 
the FALSE SHEPHERDS' lead their MULTITUDES ' 
right through the 5 Plagues - into the 6th-, 
BEFORE they KNCW they are WRONG] They might 
have known it sooner. The most Important 
thing for them to know was that their 
Preachers were'WRONG] And SEPARATED from 
them long before. But these Preachers will 
even Invent some Idea about paying TITHE and 
IT IS NOT YOUR SIN WHAT IS DONE WITH IT ] Of 
course they hid the evidence where Sr. White 
said YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE TO SEE WHAT’ YOUR 
TITHE IS USED FOR] That is where they REALLY 
went Frantic in the CHANGES THEY MADE LONG 
AFTER SR .WHITE’S DEATH (so the Yam they 
invent that she "approved" this - could 
hardly apply - could it? And. so' with a Dozen 
other Books - CHANGED SINCE 1916])

"The CONFLICT that we are passing through 
is the LAST vie shall have in this World. 
We are' now in the midst of it. 'TWO PARTIES 
are striving for the Supremacy. In this 
CONFLICT we' cannot be Neutral. We must 
stand either cr -.one Side or on the other. 
...There is no escape for any from this 
CONFLICT...From now on till Jesus comes, 
the BATTLE will wax FIERCER and still 
FIERCER. We shall have to LEET & RESIST 
men who are regarded as very’WISE and 
LEARNED, but who are not spiritually Wise 
unto Salvation. Our only Hope of Saving 
our own Souls and of helping others to be 
Saved, is to receive the Righteousness of 
Jesus Christ... IN THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION 
Christ will not leave His children, but 
will send His Angels to minister unto us. 
He'will answer our Prayers for Deliverance. 
...Those who.have stood directly in the 
way of the Work of God for the past fifteen 
Years, are NOT to be SUSTAINED or given 
INFLUENCE." R&H, July 9,23,1908. A5U3I, 
435-6. (Some of this NOT SUITABLE fortSONS 
& DAUGHTERS OF. GOD” - nor for "OUR HIGH 
CALLING" - nor for the COMMENTARIES ])

“The people of God are NOT at this Time 
all in ONE place, They are in Dto'ERENT

until they seek to the Great Men - the Mighty Companies, and in ALL parts of the Earth; 
Men - as they are now doing. To them this"is - and they will be tried SINGLY, not in 
the ULTIMATE of SUCCESS, To us this is the GROUPS. Every “ONE must stand the TEST for 
ULTIMATE of APOSTASY] fCE 499-501. himself." A5:469.



AND- SHUN THEM AS DECIDEDLY AS DID NEHEMIAI? 
NL 66-7: FRIENDSHIP of the Lord’s Enemies 
is the MESS CF POTTAGE for which we will 
LOSE OUR BIRTHRIGHT’ Do not POISON others 
with the Call for ” ALLIANCE J” o-o-o-o-o

BULLETIN BOARD.
Vie expect to hold a Winter Bible Camp in 
OHIO - soon, the Lord willing. WRITE if 
you can come. (TO OHIO - USA.) 
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-6-O-O—0-0 
HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY, Drawer 130 - 
(West) GRAND FORKS,. BC Canada. PHONE: 
DDD 604-442-3781.

o—o—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—O-O-O-O—0—0—0-0-0—0—0—o 
The Subject of ARMAGEDDON we found nec'essarj 
to cover with REPORTS 193 - 194 - 195* 
We consider'these EMERGENCY PAPERS and 
have dropped all other Work - all LETTER 
WRITING - to get these Papers OUT J We hope 
you Understand. Please bear with us. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
REPORTS * 184 - 187 - 190 - 191 - 192^- "’ 
these are ready. Not printed - not mailed. 
But ready on the Stencils which is the 
greatest part of the task. These Papers 
are TIMELESS - what we mean is it does not 
matter WHEN they come out - the Subject 
does not Change. A Year from now they will 
be as Timely as when they were'Written. 
So when they will be out - we do not know. 
We dropped everything to put this Paper 
ahead, Beat them to the Gun. They have 
set the Fuse - undertaken to DECLARE WAR I 
On “APOSTASY1’ - ’ Into' the Camp of the 
EVANGELICALS’ If you never had a REASON

1 to LEAVE the Adventist Church - you have 
a reason NCW*

o-o-o-o-o—c—0—0—0—0—0—0—o-o-o—o-o-o-o—0—0 
You simply MUST read these Papers at least 
3 or 4 Times - to slowly - slowly let the 
Import of these Selected Quotations sink 
in and fit the Pattern of what we See and 
what we Face - so we will Know”"what to do 
about it. It cannot' all be taken in at 
once. It also depends'on the MOOD you are 
in WHEN you Read them. The next Time you 
might see more than IWICE as mu*h. Try it. 
We read these Papers at least 10 Times 
i before we send them out.
o—o-o-o-o—o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
Ev.I77: TRUTH is so DIFFERENT from the 
ERRORS preached from POPULAR PULPITS’ " 
Ev.l2ls “We are NOT to make less prominent 
the SPECIAL TRUTHS that have SEPARATED us 
frorr the World...”
PK 660: (How I wish I had room for ALL of 
this’) “They that FORSAKE the LAW - PRAISE 
THE WICKED .“'When. those who UNITE with the

PP 4522 JUDAS & BALAAM hoped to'set up a 
Worldly Kingdom and sought Honor in this 
World, Their fate is Recorded. “What FOOLS 
these Mortals be J” 
LLM II6-7: “We shall have more decided OPPO
SITION to meet from those who have departed 
from the Faith. Those who were once Strong 
Teachers, but who have forsaken the Way of 
the Lord, will be JUST AS STRONG in their 
OPPOSITION of the Truth. There is need now 
that our people be Educated to put their 
TRUST in GOD ALONE. They must learn that 
their TRUST is not to be placed in any 
human voice or arm of Flesh. WE NEED EVER. TO 
KEEP IN MIND the Experiences of the Children 
of Isreal, and'learn the Lesson' that the 
RECORD of their FAILURES is intended to 
Teach us.,.The Lord wants YOU to understand 
your INDIVIDUAL responsibility for the 
Salvation of YOUR soul.“Let the prophecies 
of Isaiah be studied and heeded.” LLM 118. 
LLM 124* “You may ask,“Why does Sister White 
read"all this?” (Matt.6) I answer,“because 
there are lessons here that we have not" yet 
--------- ---------- - - ------------  - learned.” 
LLM 228: “The Word is given' me for many of 
our people, “You are weighed in the Balance, 
and art found WANTING,“ {“MANY who stand 
ALOCF from Seventh-day Adventists" are

---------------------- BETTER CHRISTIANS ’fcorld, plead for UNION — we should “FEAR 
LLM 64: This BATTLE will grow MORE & MORE 
FIERCE’ Is this why they STORIED PRINTING' 
THE BEST BOOKS - that contained these Solemn 
Warnings that anyone that Honestly wants to 
Win his Soul should want to know about - ?

I6-<ZI95.) THINK ON THESE THINGS -
PP 686: THE CHURCH in the Last Days - SOME 
will Depart from the Faith.. .these will have 
POWER - SIGNS - and LYING WONDERS. They will 
bring in “DAMNABLE HERESIES” and “MANY will 
FOLia; (Tes.’ They will win the imiTUDESj) 
“MANY will FQLLOT their pernicious ways,” 
This is the ANTICHRIST.
PP 559 2 WHEN THE BILLY GRAHAMS TURN - .’ 
“They had MINGLED with these" IDOL ATERS, 
UNITING with them in pleasure & in worship, 
until they seemed to be ONE with them in 
spirit and interest. THEN these professed 
Friends of Isreal became their BITTEREST 
ENEMIES, and sought by every means to ac
complish their DESTRUCTION, Like Isreal, 
Christians too often yield to the INFLUENCE 
of the V.rorld, and conform to its principles 
and CUSTOMS, in order to secure the FRIEND
SHIP of the ungodly; BUT IN THE END it will 
be found that these professed Friends are 
THE MOST DANGEROUS CF FOES...“Marvel not', ' 
my Brethren, if the world hate you.“PP 559,



that

History! By being on the WINNING SIDE J 
O-O-O-O-O-O
DANIELLS also turned his Back when the 
German Adventists WENT TO LAW to have 
those SHOT who would not bear Arms for " 
said KIASER BILL - they were also kicked” 
out of Church - DISFELLOWSHIPPED J For the 
Crime of “APOSTASY?1 Being worthy of 
SPIRITUAL DEATH - if they remained PACIFIST 
All this was fully Reported in the Press 
at the TiE.t> and Photostatic Copies are 
available to anyone that desires to see 
the Evidence - if he is not afraid to 
“ACCUSE” ’ some imaginary “BRETHREN!11 (The 
Kind that set to one Side their Machine- 
Guns long enough to come Prancing on the 
Platform of the “GENERAL CONFERENCE11 in 
Session as duly Accredited Representatives’ 
o-o-o-o-o-b
2% remained True. 98% joined the “Victori
ous Army.” This has set the Pattern since 
then to embroil the Church in EVERY War 
EVERYWHERE - in order to "Save-Face." For 
how would it Look if they Fight bn ONE 
Side and NOT on the OTHER - ? Thus the 
REASON for the Army of IMBECILES writing 
in the "Good Old R&H” about the “GOOD" " 
that you SHOULD see in the ARMY J And the 
REASON for SDA “CHAPLAINS11 trained to 
serve the Army and ALL Religions on the 
Field of Battle, And all that it takes 
to hear a silent Ripple of Applause - is 
for ONE of these to have some General, 
King,Queen, Potentate or whatever - to

e—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—0-0 
Report ■ 196, ARMAGEDDON & ADVENTISM. Jan, 7,1967.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o-o-o-o-o-o—o—o—o

The Adventist had his Laodicean Nose so badly 
burnt in 1918 - that since then he has had 
little or nothing to say about PROPHECY. And 
what he has said - is little better than his 
Dire Predictions of 1912-1916. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
Through the Leadership' of the Drug-Loving 
DANIELLS - they Resurrected the Defunct 
Catholic Version of an "ARMAGEDDON." This 
ARMAGEDDON, was - presumedly a LITERAL 
Battle of the NATIONS.(A Clever attempt by 
the Devil to distract Attention from the 
SPIRITUAL Battle - the Battle between Christ 
and Satan - the Great Controversy between 
o-o-o-o-o-o 1 Truth and Error. )
Better make'it a Senseless - Meaningless 
"Battle" between the “NATIONS!" So the Church 
can CONFEDERATE without the Prophetic Finger 
being pointed AT THEM! When 666 of them UNITE 
under the Banner of Satan! The Adventist be- 
o-o-o-o-o-o ing the 666thJ
666 - as good an "Interpretation" as any 
coming out of Laodicea! The Adventist has 
666 as the Number of the BEAST - in ROME. 
But Sr. White says the Number is the NUMBER 
of the IMAGE - and the IMAGE has an Ocean 
between it and ROME] See WTF 9,19.
O-O-O-O-O-O 
We once had the TOBER of those who had 
JOINED the "WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES" and ' 
that NUMBER was about 30 away from being 666J 
This Interpretation is so Simple, Direct, & 
Logical - as to be SCORNED by many who prefer 

CATHOLIC DOGMA J
Adventists adopted(FROOM’s admission - MINISTRY Pin some Bauble on their Chest in recog- 
Magazine for March-April, 1966) ------ nition of the great Service rendered to 
Adventists adopted admitted CATHOLIC TRADITION! the cause of Humanity! They will go 
Which the Catholics themselves had ABANDONED! 
Adventists resurrected it. So they Boasted to 
the Catholics - in'an attempt to "WII'-THEJ.^- 
BACK-TO-THE-FAITH!" (See the^ MINISTRY referred 
o-o-o-o-o-o •
In 1916 DANIELLS wrote to WILLIE WHITE, 
"we...are facing''THE END OF THE WORLD!" 
LETTER - A<G.DANIELLS to W .C .WHITE,Feb. 22, 
1916. p.26. SDA MINISTRY. March,1966. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
This was his great "Prophetic Interpretation” 
calling for the "Sick man of the East" - 
(TURKEY) to be completely wiped off the ^p - 
by RUSSIA, This same DANIELLS - in his "Pro
phetic Interpretations" before that - until 
forced to Reverse his Position - Bet on 
KIASER BILL winning - and turned his Back 
when the German Seventh-day Adventist Church 
took up Arms to fulfill their Destiny in

through Fire & Brimstone to win THAT!
O-O—O-O—0—0
llThe BLOOD of Souls is upon their garments 
...He will give Grace to those who fear 
Him and walk in the Truth, and He will 
WITHDRAW His Blessings from ALL who assimL 
late to the World..,JUDGMENTS are denounce; 
against the Rebellious. THE CHURCH AT 
BATTLE CREEK... is more willing to depart 
from God!s Commandments than to renounce 
THE FRIENDSHIP OF THE WORLD. She is JOINED 
to the IDOLS which she has chosen;' ard 
because temporal'prosperity and the favor 
of a Wicked World are hers, she believes 
herself to be RICH toward God. THIS WILL 
PROVE to many A FATAL DELUSION., .“Repent, 
and do the First Works; or else I will 
come unto thee quickly, and will recced'’ 
thy Candlestick OUT CF HIS PLACE."T5sI9O.



the lot of the Church by setting up a 
‘‘TEITFRANCE** Society in INCOGNITO - with 
KING SAUD as the HEAD of it’ POOR FELLOW] 
His DEMISE from the Public Scene was CERTAIN.

NICHOLS saw a chance for the Adventist 
Star to Shine in CIVIL DEFENSE, When 
other Churches and Civic Bodies were 
dubious of the "MSS-EVACUAT ION-PL AN11 
Adventists saw a chance to elevate the 
Church in the Eyes of the Nation - by 
throwing in their Lot with what appeared 
to be the Winning-Side,
O—O—O—O—0—0
But when SENATOR YOUNG of OHIO and the.
SATURDAY-EVENING POST - followed by the 
GOVERNOR of a STATE in CORONET (God Bless 
them J) - the whole "MASS—EVACUATION11 Plan 
as APED by Adventism - was BLACK-LISTED 
as "ARCHAIC" - "SUICIDAL*1 - and "CQNNON- 
BALL11 in Concept, It was, in Fact - 
o-o~o-o-o-o TPEACCMarLE INSANITY!
The incompetent Stumble-Bum. that sold 
Adventism on the Idea -was FIRED! Another 
took his place - he was FIRED] While a 
Quisling of an Adventist Elder sought to 
the Post-Office Dept, to have our Mail

2-(-^96.) TURKEY!'
In 1916 DANIELLS predicted the complete 
fall of TURKEY - and this Prophetic Interpre
tation was immediately taken up by all 
Preachers who knew which Side of their Dread 
was Buttered. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 ’
Sad to say - 26,000,000 TURKS witness to the 
FAJ.SE INTERPRETATIONS BY Seventh-day Advent
ists, (Who STILL cleave to. .these MISINTERPRE
TATIONS - as do most so-called “REFORMERS" 
for nAiich they can do some REAL Repenting! 
Before there is going to be any “FET LIT SHIP" 
with the True Saints of God] Who believe 
o-o-o-o-o-o the.Truth!)
Far from “Welcoming a War with Turkey11 as 
DANIELLS and the Adventists said in their 
Period of "PRPHETIC DESPERATION11 - RUSSIA 
through KOSYGIN comes a-courting‘to a Turkey 
that DOES NOT WANT TO BE COURTED.’ “THE” - 
0-0—0-0—0—0 . Dec.30,1966,
But - as in the ARMY - Seventh-day Adventists 
have a Senseless Mass of Foot-Slogging Soldiers stopped;- and the MOUNTIES were sent 
marching to the Horizon of their Destiny to 
the Martial Tune of “DO NOT CRITICIZE’11 “Do 
not CONDEMN’" BRINSMEAD adds his bit to the 
MASS-MERSMERIZING CHANT - that you might be 
JUST AS GUILTY to “CRITICIZE"(according to 
his Version of HCW it shoulc§%e done - by 
re-JOINING the Church!) or else you are' 
“ JUST AS GUILTY" as the one who committed the 
SIN’ This is the Height to which they have 
taken that Doctrine to anyone Foolish enough 
to go to their SEMINARIES’ p.27. “JUDGMENT 
HOUR SERMONS" by Robert D. Brinsmeacl. (Durst.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o
Thus the Leadership can venture from one 
Apostasy to another - while the'i embership 
have only the Right to lay their Tithe and 
Offerings before the Shrine that houses that 
Infallible Idol. Which is Worshipped above 
God or His Truth, 
o-o-o-o-o-o *
Since the Day that Daniells came Cringing to 
the Headquarters of- -the American Medical 
Assoc, seeking "ACCREDITING11 - by Moloch - 
afraid and terrified to remain an I1WEPENDENT 
and SEPARATE Nation, although they Bark as" 
though they had Teeth - they have never been 
anything but a Rubber-Stamp for the ANA-FDA. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
No Adventist has ever attained any Prominent 
Position. It is as firmly Ruled as' ever - by 
Jews - Catholics - Atheists - Internationalistso-o-o-o-o-ro
- Spiritualists - and Hypnotists - as before. The Adventist SCHARFENNBERG also cast in 
No dent was ever made by Adventism there, .All 
they can Boast about is the Bone of.-Accredit
ing that was tossed to them, and with which 
they are satisfied. A JUNTO - A CABALA.

looking for us - during the 30 days we 
disappeared from Sight and NO ONE ICNEW 
where we were. It was during these 30 
days that SENATOR YOUNG’S ARTICLE appear
ed in which he said STRONGER THINGS than 
we had said - and his remarks had the 
backing of the Highest-Authorities in 
the Military and Atomic-Energy Commissions 
The whole thing has gone the way of 
Daniell’s Prophetic Interpretations of 
TURKEY] Some people do not understand' 
this - because they do not believe the 
Words of Christ!

o-o-o-o-o-o
Christ said through the Bible - that a 
BAD-TREE CANNOT bear forth GOOD FRUIT. 
The Adventist thinks it can. When the 
Church went all-out for the Devil’s Drugs, 
they STILL 'believe some "GOOD" can come 
out of there - regardless!
0-0—0-0-0—o
When Christ said through the Testimonies- 
that those who reject Light - will receive 
NO MORE LIGHT - until and unless they 
accept the Light they already have - they 
IGNORE this - and IMAGINE that this same ' 
DANIELLS received MUCH LIGHT on ARMAGEDDON, 
even after the World-Wide Demonstration 
of its failure. (As with the "CIVIL-DEFENSE1 
FIASCO. But they will TRY and TRY - again])



JUNE - I96e - SDA KCENISTRY, (Among the

These things should be BURIED—WITH THEM J 
EVANGELICALISM.

EROOM and ANDERSON have worked - since 
the 1940’s - in recommending the Adventist

day Adventist Ministers to "PRAY" for the 
"SUCCESS" of this "NEED” for the "COMING 
WORLD CONGRESS ON EVANGELISM" and. its 
"DEVOUT LEADERS" - "Christians of ALL 
Faiths, expecially Leaders, are ur^ed to 
make this...a subject of EARNEST BRAYER," 
"It surely must appeal to ALL our MINISTRY 
readers around the World." RAA.May,1966. 
"And we know God will hear their earnest 
petitions.”(Perhaps they should have done 
some EARNEST STUDYING FIRST!) 
0—0—0-0—0—0
To the Readers of the R&H - this is a 
call to "EVANGELISM" and "FINISH THE WORK*’ 
To the Readers of the MINISTRY - this is 
a "COTON CPUSADE”TO CORBAT "APOSTASY" in 
the”LARGF DENOMINATIONS." WEEKS -

(Have you been Watching the pages of the R&H- 
Adventist? Are you AWAKE - Adventist?) 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
READ the Canadian "READER’S DIGEST" for Jan. 
1967 - "KING FAISAL" - the Brother of SAUD 
and what he has DONE for his Country since 
the Adventist Friend has been OUSTED! Gone 
the way of KIASER BILL and the’ Head of the 
CIVIL DEFENSE, Well worth the effort to get 
this READER’S DIGEST for January to see what 
sort of BLIND BATS these Adventist Leaders 
ARE’ And what they might lead us into NEXT, 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
The Story that has never been told - is their 
undertalcing to "TEST" the most HELLISH 
POISONS KNCWN TO MAN - at LLU and(Figuhr 
said!) by the "Participation of 700 to 90(?* 
SDA Doctors around the World. (No doubt many 
of these "EXPERIMENTS" were carried out in 
MISSION FIELDS - which may be ONE of the 
Reasons why the Governments are stepping in 
and TAKING OVER SDA Hospitals in such places 
as CHINA, BURMA, and Elsewhere.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
AGAIN they cast in their Lot - spent their 
wasted MILLIONS - for WHAT - ?

TAKING THE CAKE, 
Now their latest Manipulations takes the 
Cake! Of all their dismal failures since 
they backed DANIELLS and the JEW SCHUBERT - 
this is their Supreme attempt to miss the 
Bus! This is their Waterloo, 
0-0—0—0—0—0 
Examine the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE for MARCH- 
AJRIL-MY-JUNE- 1966, Examine ALL the Articles ANDERSON of the SFMNARY calls on Seventh- 
to get the Drift of Official Approval. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
Had you been WATCHING - you would have seen 
that when the METHODIST CHURCH puts on a 
Drive for "PRAYER REVIVAL" - the Adventist 
Church FOLLCWS SUIT and even USED the very 
Books of the METHODISTS to "Outline" the 
Project! So admitted by the BUNCHES that led 
out in that Thing, They seem to get all the 
Old Retired Beagles out of Moth-Balls' to 
come out of Retirement to Sound off from a 
Point of Respectable Vantage. Many WARS have 
been started by Senile Old War-Mongers, one 
Foot in the Grave - who revels in his Power 
to Command - his last Display of Author!ty- 
as he tries to take the World with him. This 
is their Reason for bringing X-MASS, EASTER, 
and AVA-MARIA into the Church - showing'what 
spirit works through them,before they drop Dead! "EVANGELICAL GROUPS .""A PROGNOSIS.”)

3-(^I96.)All who accept the Adventist 
"GOLDEN ROSE" find a Poisonous Thorn hidden 
in its Brambles! Witness SUKARNO! Another 
Lecherous Profligate that somehow seems to 
form a Bond of Sympathy for Adventist Leaders! Preacher HCW to LEARN to WIN SOULS and 

HOLD MEMBERSHIPS - How to build that 
BIGGER CHURCH - by (again!) following the 
LEAD - of some one else! In this case the 
Most Popular and the largest Churches of 
o-o-o-o-o-o BABYLON!
Closer and Closer they came to adopting 
the Teachings and Methods of Babylon’s 
EVANGELICALS! Until now - at long last! 
As Sr .White PREDICTED - they have Offici
ally announced - through EROOM and WEEKS- 
that they are "JOINING” the LARGEST 
CHURCHES in America - in a "COMMON CRUSADE’’ 
to combat “APOSTASY!"
0-0-0—0-0—O-O-O-O-O-O-0—0—0-0-0-0-0-0—0—0 
This will come as a Shocking, almost ’un
believable Surprise to some, to most. 
Especially those who disdained to Read 
any of the Hated "Reform" Literature, 
Some of which Predicted this Day, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
Although to the ADVENTIST - in the Pages 
of the R&H it is made to APPEAR that this 
is the INITIATIVE of the NEW PRESIDENT - 
o—o—0—0—0—0 
In the Pages of the MINISTRY Magazine no 
such Subterfuge is attempted. There it is 
freely ADMITTED - that this is a FOLLOW- 
UP to the LEADINGS of the EVANGELICALS - 
in the Person of one BILLY GRAHAM!

o-o-o-o-o-o 
As the CONRADI’s and the SCHUBERT’s called 
for "PRAYER” for "VICTORY" for the German
ic Wehrmacht in World War (l) - so also, 
due to Total Blindness to PROPHECY -



THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST, 
“So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare 
the way for the IMAGE TO THE BEAST ."GC Z/4.

ship, no Communion...
ly parties and those who are seeking the
Righteousness of Christ...TRO PARTIES,.,
there can be NO UNION between them."FCE 4^0,476-7• (This ENDS in ARMAGEDDON!)

. V. ** •

4-('<t96.) "WE’RE IN THE ARMY NOW.’" 
The DULL,DRILLED,DECILE BRUTISH MASSES in 
Adventism are expected to follow without 
Question ihe Clanking, Heel-clicking Dandi
fied Prussian-Type Officers in Charge of the 
Adventist Light-Brigade. (With- apologies to 
Kinston Churchill and Dec,1966 “Plain Trulli,41 
0—0—0—0— o— o 
How Victorious - how Right - will the 
Adventists be this Time - ?
HOUTEm1 predicted ( as BRINS LEAD' predicts) - 
a Glorious March of Conquest for the Advent
ists in their "BEYOND TOMMDRRCXI.« - but they 
did not like to accept that ftfom the unwashed 
"SHEPHERD’S ROD’" 
0—0—O—O—0—0 
TODAY, however - they are satisfied to take 
their usual SECOND-PLACE as thejr fall-in 
Tdth the Ranks of the BILLY GRAHAM HORDES. 
0—0—0—0—0—0 
Adventist Dollars will go to second this 
"other Gospel" - to build up the Righty 
BABYLON of the Apocalypse! This lends New' 
Meaning to the Prediction made by Ellen G, 
White in PK 187:

"In the closing Work of God in the Earth 
...in the Hour of greatest Peril, the God of 
Elijah will raise up human Instrumentalities 
to bear a MESSAGE that will not be Silenced, 
.‘..the voice of stern Rebuke will’be heard. 

BOLDLY will men of God’s appointment DENOUNCE 
the UNION of the CHURCH with the WORLD... 
"for the Hour of His Judgment is come." 
0—0— o— o—o—o—O—O—0 —o —o—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
"By the adoption of the SHAMELESS worship 
of BAAL and ASHTORETH (EASTER) in the Time of 
Ahab, the CHOSEN Nation FORFEITED ALL- CLAIM 

, to the protecting care of JEHOVAH," A6:349. 
0-0—0—0—0—0 
"It will not matter to what NATION we may 
have belonged, or what SECT we have followed; 
but it WILL matter upon which Side we have 
stood between Good and Evil." A2:605. 
0—0—0—0—0—0

"When the Test and Trial comes to every Soul, 
there will be APOSTASIES. TRAITORS, Heady, 
Highminded and Self-sufficient men will TURN 
AWAY from the Truth, ;making SHIPWRECK of 
their Faith... When the Words of the Lord, 
THROUGH HIS CHOSEN MESSENGERS, are brought 
to THEM, they murmur and think the way is 
made too strait... they will turn away from 
Christ..."Be ye not unequally yoked with 
UNBELIEVERS".., What can there be IN COMMON 
between these Parties? There can be no Fellow-Teachers with the eager inquiry, Are these

NO UNION between World- things so?.,,The POPULAR MINISTRY...
FILLED WITH ANGER as their authority is " 
’Questioned...DENOUNCE the Message,"GO 423-

1 (1884)

"A World’s Convention! EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE 
...then PROTESTANT AMERICA will have fdiMiH 

) ed an IMAGE of the Roman Hierarchy*!GC 445.
THE SIN OF CANRIGHT.

"...you see some prosppct of forming an 
ALLIANCE with the World which would bring 
yourself to GREATER NOTICE".. .“You have 
wanted to be SO MUCH, and make a SHCF.' and 
a NOISE in the World, and as the result' 
your Sun will surely set in obscurity",,, 
"to lead you to sell YOUR BIRTHRIGHT for 
a Mess of Pottage - the FRIENDSHIP of the 
Lord’s Enemies * I want not to hear any
thing of your Doubts... if you have chosen 
the World, and the Fidends of the World, 
GO with those of your own Choice. DO NOT 
POISON THE MINDS OF OTHERS (in your plans) 
...of forming an ALLIANCE with the World. 
(Arranged. from NL 65-67. See SM 2’162-.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
BUT THE SPIRIT OF GOD CAKE UPON THEM,.,’ 
"Many REFORMERS, in ENTERING upon their 
Work, determined to exercise GREAT PRUDENCE 
in Attacking the Sins of the Church and 
the Nation. They hoped, by the example of 
a Pure Christian Life, to lead the people

BACK to the Doctrines of the Bible.
0-0-0—0—0—o
"BUT THE SPIRIT OF GOD CAKE UPON THEM as 
it came upon Elijah, and they COULD NOT 
RETRAIN (When you say some one is "ACCUS
ING" - could it be that HE has the SPIRIT 
OF GOD COME UPON HIM? And that YOU are 
REALLY ACCUSING THE PEAL "BRETHREN" - 
Better THINK about this lest you commit 
the Sin against the Holy Ghost! PP 405.) 
COULD NOT RETRAIN from Preaching the plain 
utterances of the Bible, - Doctrines which 
they had been reluctant to Present,,.

THUS
"THUS will the Message of the 3rd,Angel 
be proclaimed. As the Time comes for the

LOUD CRY to be given...ALL will be to- 
masked,,. Thousands upon Thousands have 
newer listened to words like these.(No- 
this is NOT the language of the Pulpits!) 
IN AMAZEMENT they hear the Testimony that
BABYLON IS THE CRURCH, FALLEN because of 
her...rejection of the Truth sent her from 
Heaven, The people go to their former



responded.” ■ A6:402-405....
0-0—o-o-o—0—0-0—0-0-0—O—0-0-0—0—0—0-0-0—0—0 
(If we refuse to learn-a Lesson from these 
Testimonies - why were.they given - ?)

We were told this will be following in the 
Steps of ROMANISM - the way the BEAST be
came a BEAST - is the same Way the IMAGE 
will proceed - taking the same STEPS.
o—o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
We now come upon a very enlightening Testi
mony. FIRST - tying this together with the 
STEPS the APOSTATE CHURCH is to take - 
(for there is a 11 MIDNIGHT CRY’* to come —
and the ‘MIDNIGHT HOUR” means the DARKNESS 
OF “APOSTASY” - ’ “THE GREAT APOSTASY will 
develop into BARICNESS - DEEP AS MIDNIGHT - 
(Some think thejr can PENETRATE this DARKNESS 
- their Prophetic Interpretations call for 
a “GREAT REFORMATION” to take place - but 
what does this Testimony say about this?) 
“DARKNESS DEEP AS MIDNIGHT - IMPENETRABLE 
as Sackcloth of Hair.” COL 414(423).)

“How GREAT is the DARKNESS df such.’ 
“Yet they know it not...They SUPPOSE 
“that they are RICH, and have need

• “of NOTHING?1 TI:406-7. DA 322.
“PREPARE for the soon-coming CRISIS. Pre
pared or unprepared, they must all meet it

THE ROAR OF THE DRAGON.
APOSTASY - the OMEGA OF APOSTASY - will be 
followed by LAW—FORCE—PERSECUTION, as the 
Quotations throughout this Paper show. We 
are looking for the “ROAR OF THE DRAGON”- 
we are told that this will come from so- 
called “BRETHREN.”

e share their CONCERN ■- ? WHAT -CONCERN?) 
BILLY GRAHAM, the nation’s best-known 
EVANGELICAL, sees Protestant TURMOIL as 
“A GROT ING REBELLION" (PWSLETTER, PR REPORT
ER, Sept. 13,1965,p. 2.)

...“EPHRAIM is "JOINED to his IDOLS: let him 
alone.” Hosea 4:17. “THE DAYS OF VISITATION" 
ARE CONE...ISREAL SHALL KNOT IT”...therefore 
will I deliver up the City with all that is 
therein.” “Behold, I will raise up against 
you a Nation, 0 House of Isreal...ALL the 
Sinners of My people shall DIE BY THE SWORD, 
which say,The evil shall not overtake nor 
prevent us?‘ 
this unto thee; PREPARE TO MEET THY GOD. 0 
Isreal.” Amos 4*i2..3 (R&H. Feb.12,1914*'••• 
BUT PEARLY ALL TREATED-THE - ROYAL MESSENGERS 
WITH INDIFFERENCE AND WITH CONTEMPT.”They 
laughed them to scorn, and mocked them,” 2

5-PI96.) CONTINUATION -Jan. 10,1967. 
And, now - with EASTER coming on - let us 
Remember that that is two things:
(1) It is SUNDAY. It is the FIRST DAY of 
the Week. We are to Work 6 DaysT It is a 

WORK Day. It has no higher Authority than 
the Pope in Rome. PAPISTS can keep it. 
God’s people cannot. Their Calling is Higher.0_0-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
(2) It is a Heathen CUSTOM. “JERICHO, a

HEATHEN stronghold, the center of the Wor
ship of ASHTQRETH. (ASTARTE-ISHTAR-EASTER- 
see your LibraryJ)vilest and most degrading 
of all Canaan!tish forms of IDOLATRY.. .BAAL 
and ASHTORETH, paid supreme Homage to the 
Forces of Nature...NO BARRIER-AGAINST SIN.” 
PK 229,282. ' *
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
See the things CHANGED - MUA®D - LEFT 
OUT of the Book “PROPHETS & KINGS” - right 
here on this Point’ So “SR.WHITE APPROVED” 
these changes? Well, isn’t that Strange? 
When SHE NEVER SAW THE BOOK.’ It came out in 
1917. But let us go to “ARTICLES BOOS ($)“- 

■RSH. Jan.29,I9I4. LEFT OUT was this: 
“•..creature worship...“Wherefore God also 
gave them,, .over to a RE PRC® ATE I/IND...” 
The restraints of God’s Word and His Spirit 
REJECTED, there were no Depths of Sin TOO , _ 
LOT for them to reach. Thus it' was with 
Isreal...“They are ALL Adulterers?1 Hosea 
7:1-4... o (R$H a Feb.5,“1914).. .“Like people, 
like Priest.” Hosea 4*9. The Idolatrous
Priests were LEADERS in CRIME...the abandon- ...that TIP.® of TEST and TRIAL. When secular 
ment of every uplifting & ennobling Principle. RULERS UNITE with MINISTERS of Religion

to dictate in matters of Conscience,THEN 
it shall be seen WHO really Fear & Serve 
God. WHEN THE‘DARKNESS IS DEEPEST.. .”AA’ 

0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 431-2. 
What was the LIMIT of APOSTASY to which 
ROT® came? We must understand this fully. 
We must make no mistake here.

O*- O— O<w*O**O<*O** O’*’ O**5 O** O*** O** O** 0**0"*0
Verses 8-10. “Because I will do WEEKS OF ADVENTISM ANNOUNCES (and this vias 

not done in some Dark or Remote CORNER - 
this NEVER appeared in Print until it had 
the full and absolute backing of the AUTUMN 
COUNCIL - you can be SURE of THAT.’)

Chron«30:I0. But there were a FEW who gladly “If in expectation of a LARGER ROLE amid 
these trends Adventists should GIRD UP THEIR 
EVANGELISTIC’LOINS they would find then>- 
selves IN STEP with OTHER EVANGELICALS 
(Since when were we “EVANGELICALS” - ?) 

o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o*o-o-o-o-o-o-o-c-o-o-o-o-o-o- who SHARE their CONCERN... 
Will you keep EASTER, with the MOABITES - the (W 
HORONITES - and; the PHILISTINES? And then 
PRETEND that, this is. Worshipping the God of 
Isreal? What will be their Re-action to our 
REJECTION of this “LOVE-FEST?”



WHITE OF. THE VAULTS THREATENED BY LAW - 
to STOP any “unauthorized” publishing cf 
TESTIMONIES or even LETTERS by EGW ] He 
spo$e of infringing on “RIGHTS.” R&H., 
July 2,9,16,30 - 1964, And what terrible 
use might be made by others than the 
“DEDICATED” men - of these Publications.’ 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
In the 1884 GC under the same subject as 
quoted above from GC 444-5 and the forma- 

' tion of the IMAGE in AMERICA - with Head
quarters in the CAPITOL - WASHINGTON,D .C’ 
- the 1884 Book says they will GO TO LAW 
to protect their “RIGHTS” - they have done 
this already in “CIVIL RIGHTS” - gone to 
the highest Court in the Land. “Almost .. 
every, century furnishes examples of what 
BIGOTRY and MALICE can do under a HE A of 
serving God by protecting the RIGHTS of 
Church & State.” 1884 GC 278. ’ ' . . • ’ 

THE LAODICEAN DRAGON.
“When Brethren manifest the SPIRIT OF THE 
DRAGON, to make WAR upon those -who believe 
God has communicated Light & Comfort to 
them through the TESTIMONIES, IT IS TIME

every baser Element of their, nature to 
HUSH UP THE TRUTH, and Bow the Knee to the 
Power of APOSTASY. Was not this the way 
things went with ROME? Are we not living 
her life over again? And what do we see 
just ahead? Another general Council ] A 
World’s Convention] EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE] 
WHEN THIS SHALL BE GAINED, then - 
in the effort to secure COMPLETE UNIFORMITY, 
it will be ONLY A STEP - 
to the Resort of FORCE.

“THE LARGE DENOMINATIONS”
“When the LEADING CHURCHES of the United' 
States, UNITING upon such points of Doctrine 
as are held by them IN COMMON, ("Emphasiz
ing chiefly the things Therein we DIFFER... 
is PAST - definitely PAST - and that is

as it should be.” SDA FR00M.) held by 
them IN COMMON, shall influence the State

6-( '<E96. )”A GROWING REBELLION.” (GRAHAM).
WEEKS OF ADVENTISM:
“There is some reflection of SUCH A REVGET 
in the Statistics of CHURCH ATTENDANCE.
With such background, there is more signifi
cance than might ordinarily be seen in the" 
SCHEDULING OF EVANGELICAL FORCES of a World 
Congress on Evangelism in West Berlin during 
parts of Oct. & Nov. 1966...

THE ADVENTIST CHURCH/ ' 
“THE ADVENTIST CHURCH today is better pre
pared (?) to make COMMON CAUSE WITH’THESE 
OTHER EVANGELICALS than at any prevnuH's 
Time in its History...TECHNIQUES centering 
in the blending of MASS MEDIA...the Adventist 
EVANGELICAL DIALOGS of the late 1950’s -the 
DENOMINATION is more definitely CRLEiTED 
than ever to the HISTORIC EVANGELICAL CONCEPTS 
of Christ, the Atonement, and Salvation...
L.E.FR00M: ...emphasizing chiefly the things to ENFORCE THEIR DECREES (they have gone 
wherein we DIFFER from all other Religious 
Groups - is PAST, . definitely PAST - and that ;

day Adventists will in large measure be parti- with COI'MNISTS ] See “CHRISTIAN BEACON” 
cipants IN A COMMON CRUSADE with other con
servative, EVANGELICAL GROUPS in OPPOSING 
“APOSTASY” (“HERESY]” ) within the LARGE DE
NOMINATIONS.” SDA MINISTRY. JUNE, 1966.
O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O

.There you have it. Emphasis added. See the 
Original. UNDERLINE IN RED - the WORDS he

” uses such as “COI'WN” - “IN COJ'WN” -
“CRUSADE” - “EVANGELICAL” - “OPPOSING APOSTASY”o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
- “WltL IN LARGE LEASURE PARTICIPATE” - and 
then turn some of these WORDS into CATHOLIC' 
USAGE' - such as “HERESY” - “ALLIANCE” - etc. 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o

NOW COMPARE THIS: '
“When ROLE at one time determined to EXTER
MINATE THE HATED SECT, a BULL was issued by 
the Pope, condemning them AS HERETICS, and 
delivering them to the SLAUGHTER.. .THIS BULL 
called upon all MEMBERS of the CHURCH to 
JOIN THE CRUSADE against the HERETICS...
THIS DOCUMENT clearly reveals the MASTER
SPIRIT behind the Scenes. IT IS THE ROAR OF 
THE DRAGON, and NOT the Voice of Christ, 
that is heard therein...CORRUPT, and BLASPHE
MOUS PRIESTS and POPES were doing the Work 
which SATAN appointed them.” GC 77(83), 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

NOV'.’ HEAR THIS:
“So APOSTASY (THE “MIDNIGHT OF APOSTASY]”) 
“So APOSTASY in ^the. Church will PREPARE the 
way for the IMAGE TO THE BEAST...THE EVANGE
LICAL PROTEST ANT DENO iffNATIONS...live, and. 
move, and breathe in a state of things radi
cally CORRUPT, and appealing every hour to

far down this Road already through the NCC 
on whose Boards the SDA Church SITS - PAYS 

is as it should be.(SDA MINISTRY MARCH, 1966) DUES - to Finance the NEGRO REVOLUTION - 
...WITH THIS APPROACH to Evangelism Seventh- fully tied up with the UN - shot through

Dec.29,1966. See “THE CROSS & THE FLAG.”) 
qnd to sustain their Institutions, THEN 
PROTESTANT AMERICA will have formed an 
IMAGE...The Third Angel’s Warning is,“If 
any man worship the BEAST and his IMAGE, 
and receive his MARK in his Forehead, or 
in his hand, the same shall drink of the 
Wine of the Wrath of God.” GC 444-5.(278).



DESTINY is involved in this Question if 
a CHURCH will stand in the GAP - or if it 
WILL NOT - ! And if it Stands - then 
all our many Years* of Research goes up 
in a Puff of Smoke J We are of all men the 
most Deceived/ But IP - on the OTHER HAND, 
we can prove THAT NO CHURCH will remain 
True - and therefor this is NO FIGHT BE— 
TWEEN RIVAL CHURCHES .- ’ Then the Rose- 
Tinted Glasses fully equipt wi‘th Laodicean 
Blinders - had better be cast off so we 
can See the Truth AS IT REALLY IS J And 
so with that we go to this terrible “LT- 
AUTHORIZED QUOTATION" - that the “DEDICATE? 
MEN" think is so RANK -they had to ERASE 
it from ALL LATER BOOKS/ 

POORluITTLE CHURCH’ 
. GONE-BUT NOT FORGOTTEN’ 

THE LORD .MADE A MISTAKE’
. DIDN’T KNOT.1 WHAT HE WAS TALKING ABOUT* 
THE GENERAL CONFERENCE -MEN HAD TO HELP 
HIM OUT’ TO THE RESCUE - ’ The Monks of 
the Holy Laodicean Order tell us this is 
not needed - we might make “UNAUTHORIZED" 
use out of it - even take it “OUT OF ITS 
SETTING’" - what Setting - ?
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o^o**o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o

, LEFT OUT’
“As THE. CHURCHES, depart more and more 
widely from the. Truth, (Which Churches? 
Those who NEVER HAD THE TRUTH - ??????) 
and ally themselves more closely with the 
World, THE TIME. WILL COME when those who 
fear and honor God CAN NO LONGER REMAIN 
IN CONIBCTION.WITH THEM," 1884 GC 240.
o—p—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o»*o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o

-* " ’ ‘ THE' ADVENTIST CHURCHES,
“Not .only is Satan leading the WORLD 
captive, but his DECEPTIONS are leaven
ing .the.PROFESSED CHURCHES of our Lord 
Jesus Christ. THE GREAT APOSTASY will 
derif ~p into DARKNESS DEEP AS J4IDNIGHT," 
o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o PIC 717, 
“Behold, they shall GATHER’ TOGETHER - 
but .not by Me..." PK 724. •’

L UNITY. ■ ’ •••
“As we approach the LAST CRISIS,- it is of 
vital moment that Harmony arid Unity exist 
among the Lord’s Instrumentalities. The 
World is filled with STORM and WAR and 
VARIANCE, Yet under one Head - the PAPAL 
rPQ^ER. - the people will UNITE to oppose
God in the person of His Witnesses. THIS 
UNION is CEMENTED by the GREAT APOSTATE" 
o-o-p-o-o-o-o-o-o-o*-b-o-o-d—6 J T7:I82.

CEI'ENTED, • '*
.We have to know WHY and HOT the Adventist 
Church became .CEME1TED to these other 
Churches as to CRUSADE WITH THEM’

7-('zI9&,) (4 WSH Articles in a Row - trying 
to Belittle - Sneer - and Ridicule the God
given desire to find and share the TESTI
MONIES that have been SUPPRESSED - and 
throughout the Undertone of THREAT - /) 
o—o—oe—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o—o 
“., .to make WAR.’ upon those who believe God 
has communicated LIGHT and CONFCRT to them 
through the TEST DOTIES...
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
ROMANISM - and the SPIRIT OF ROMANISM - is 
the Catholic Dogma that ONLY AN ORDADIED 
PRIEST OF THE .CHURCH is "QUALIFIED" and 
/'DEDICATED" to “INTERPRET" or "USE" the 
Holy Writings CORRECTLY - hence the NEED to 
CHAIN the Bible to the' Pulpit - have MONKS.. 
CHANGE THE WRITING’ And DESTROY THE PRESSES 
CF THOSE WHO PUT OUT "UNAUTHORIZED PUBLI
CATIONS ’ It was the Spirit of God and the 
Spirit of REFORM - that opposed all that’ 
This Spirit is to be kept alive Today!
o—0—0— 0—0—0—0—0-0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
"...to make WAR' upon those who believe God 
has communicated LIGHT and U01.FCRT to them 
through the. TESTIMONIES, LT .IS TDK for the 
Brethren and Sisters to assert their "LIBERTY 
and perfect FREEDOM of Conscience.“T4:245-&. 
0-0-0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0—o 
It is the "BRETHREN" that manifest this 
spirit of ROMANISM and the DRAGON - ” 
"REBELLION and APOSTASY are in the very air 
we breathe.. .The Doctrines must be PLAINLY 
UNDERSTOOD...The DECEPTIONS WDSL INCREASE, 
and we are to call REBELLION by its right 
name...Let Ephesiand 6:10-18 be read CARE
FULLY and DTRESSIVELY IN OUR CHURCHES.
Those who fAPOSTATIZE are voicing the words 
OF, THE DRAGON...to make WAR with the Saints. 
,A.Those, who APOSTATIZE leave the True and 
Faithful'.people of God, and FRATERNIZE with 
those who ..represent BARABBAS; “By their fruits 
ye shall W them."-SM 2:394-5. See 392-3. 
0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0—0—0-0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0—o

NO BATTLE BETWEEN' RIVAL CHURCHES! 
"Between the LAWS of men and the Precepts 
of Jehovah will come the LAST GREAT CONFLICT 
of the Controversy between Truth and Error, 
Upon this BATTLE-we are now entering,- a 
Battle NOT BETWEEN RIVAL CHURCHESPK 625. 
Or-O-O-O-O-O-O*O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O—o-o-o-o-o-o 
Now'how can this be? SURELY the ADVENTIST
CHURCH will be at WAR with. ROMANISM’ Surely •... 
THEY* will be PERSECUTED *BY PROTESTAiTISM’ .. 
Surely there will be; ONE CHURCH that' will 
stand in the- Gap andremain True! Nor surely

. that is the ONLY REASON some belong to THAT 
CHURCHj. Now let us go to one of these “UN- 
/AUTHORIZED PUBLICATIONS" for some LIGHT on 
this, vital matter! For surely my Soul’s



«IN THIS WAY the Congregational Folks
hocf.EG accustomed to attending our Church, 

to Adventist o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—d—o 
(You see the SLY way this is introduced?
It. is “the next day" - instead of saying 
“SUNDAY11 - and it is the’ “Resurrection 
Story“ - instead' of saying “EASTER11 -• 
and now it is the “Congregational Folks" 
that became accustomed to attending the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church - instead 
of the “Seventh-day Adventist Folks" 
that became accustomed to attending the 
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH J And by the by - 
picking up the STYLES - MANiEB.ISMS - 
SPIlffi-HEELS - and LIPSTICK - from the

Congregational!stsJ Or was it Vice-Versa?) 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
“SHAKE hath covered our faces: for 
STRANGERS are come into the Sanctuaries 
of the Lord’s House.11 Jer.5IJ5I« Ez.2$*IS» 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o 
“Then said the Lord, Behold, I will set 
a PLUMB-LINE in the midst of My people- 
Isreal...and the Sanctuaries of Isreal 
shall be LAID WASTE...Thy-Wife shall be 
a Harlot in the City, and thy Sons and 
thy Daughters shall fall by the Sword. ••

much that we planned to sing another-.DANT AT A  .seized a Javelin 
together in the Spring, ABOUT THE RESURRECTION and they SLEW..,, 
STORY.’ This too was quite successful, so we - 
decided' to JOIN OUR. VOICES AGAIN and-sing

• at Christmas. ”
“Then we unanimously decided to try a ;.

COMBINED CHOIR. .ANTHEM once a month. We' sang- 
together on Sabbath Morning in our Church 
and the next day in the Congregational 
Church. THIS WAS DONE FOR SIX' MONTHS, ’and 
was appreciated by both congregations.

I will not again PASS BY them anymore, 
. And the SONGS of the TEMPLE shall be

HOTT ..INGS in that Day, saith the. Lord: 
THERE SHALT,. BE MANY DEAD BODIES IN EVERY 
PLACE; they shall cast them forth WITH 
SILENCE.,“ Amos 7:8,9. 8:2,3. (NO LOUD CRY.’) 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 

“APOSTASY AT THE JORDAN.“
(Not suitable for BUNCH’S THESIS’) 
“HEATHEN RITES AND CUSTOMS..they UNITED 
in mirth and feasting...broke down the 
BARRIERS of self-control. PASSION had 
full sway-... .DEFILED THEIR CONSCIENCES 
by LEWt)NESS.. .THE HEATHEN WOKEN.. .The 
Rulers and the Leading men were among 
the FIRST to Transgress, and so many of 
the? people were Guilty that the APOSTASY 
became National. “Isreal Joined himself

. to.BaaJ_-peor.M...A TERRIBLE PESTILENCE 
BROKE OUT.. fHINEHAS^ffi® f ?&°felEST ...”

i...and slew them both...
' and they'SLEW...BALAAM ALSO.. .THE WOKEN 

ALSO...as the MOST GUILTY, and MOST. DANGER 
OUS of" the Foes of Isreal...The Isreal-

;• ites fell a prey to her Harlots...“Now

8- (*196.) HOT IT HAPPENED. 
We are what we Eat.
If you would know the DIET - FE 
Ministers - you would KNOT1 how and why they 
have come to this Day. - 

CEMENTED.
1962- “God is not a denominational God - a 
Methodist, or Presbyterian, or Adventist' 
God. He is not a God of organizational pro- , 
cedures, a God of creeds and ritual," a God 
of forms and ceremonies that produced the 
Pharisee, or a God of fastings and-vigils 
that produced the hermit Sr the celibate.“ 
SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE - p.6. JULY, 1962.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—Q—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—b—0—0 
(The above by one H.M.TIPPETT - the 3rd.in 
a series of Worship (?) talks given at the 
GENERAL CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. p.5.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0
1962- “Leaders of many denominations have 
met either FRIVATELY(?) or in Councils in 
an endeavor to reach as much agreement AS 
POSSIBLE to strengthen the cause of Religion 
in a world fraught with a GROWING ANTI- 
RELIGIOUS BIAS.

“With an ever increasing' MDLIRLICITY of 
Christian faiths in our modern World, the „_v o _ __
NEED (Oh -?) the NEED for some REORGANIZATION THE END IS COME upon My people of Isreal; 
of thinking along the lines of CHRISTIAN 
UNITY APPEARS VITAL...divergent Elements 
that make the Question of UNITY A REAL ONE.11 
“THE PAULINE PATTERN FOR CHURCH UNTfr1 by 
one A.R.FRASER, Professor of llistory, NSW 
Australia. SDA MINISTRY. Aug.1962. p.7. 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0—0-0—0-0—0-0-0—0—0—0—0-0-0—o

NOT WORDS BUT ACTION’
1963- “We COMBINED the Choirs'of the Seventh- 
day Adventist Church of Parkersburg,-Nest 
Virginia, and the Congregational Choir of 
Belpre, Ohio, in a CANTATA at Christmas 
‘time...a good impression...The CANTATA was 

. given in our Seventh-day Adventist Church
on Sabbath afternoon and-the Congregational 
Church on Sunday Evening., The COMMUNITY 
appreciated the cooperation between the two 
Churches, and we received a;nice write-up 
in the Papers about it.- ‘ ' '.m

“Everyone enjoyed this experience so

all these- things...are written for qur 
admonition upon whom the ENDS of the

. World are come..11 It was by ASSOCIATING
■ with IDOLATERS and JOINING in their

Festivities. that the Hebrews were LED
to Transgress... SO NOT... IT CANNOT ‘BE “ 
OTHERWISE. .THE TRAITORS WITHIN1!?? 453-9.

hocf.EG


9

9-(“196,) Now to continue that Article from 
the SDA MINISTRY11 “WITNESSING THROUGH MUSIC." 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o’* * .& the SONGS of! the,,. 
“...At Camp Meeting time we COMBINED our 
Choirs for three different Meetings..•

"When the World Day of Prayer!?) came 
it was scheduled to be held in the Congre
gational Church. Those on the Committee 
decided not to follow the planned Programme, 
and instead invited a JEW, a LUTHERAN, a 
UNIVERSALIST, & a SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST to 
tell, in ten minutes each, the high points 
of their beliefs. . . so we are Praying for 
a rich harvest there some day,u(“THE FIGURE 
OF SPEWING OUT OF HIS MOUTH LEANS' THAT HE 
CANNOT OFFER UP YOUR PRAYERS.. ,“T6:403.) 
SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE - Sept* 1963. p.36*.?. 
By one MRS. MERLIN FCLL, Minister’s Wife, 
Lansing, Michigan. USA.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
FROOM’S FOLLY:
FROOM boasts about the few Crumbs that fell 
off the ECUMENICAL TABLE when “3 5 student 
Priests from CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY,..came by 
chartered Bus to COLUMBIA UNION COLLEGE,’in 
TAXOMA PARK.” MINISTRY, March, 1966. p,l2. 
FOLLOWING’ BITT Y GRAHAM: • 
“In his first address at a ROMAN CATHOLIC 
institution Evangelist BILLY GRAHAM said 
that the ECUMENICAL COUNCIL and reforms’ 
started by the late Pope John XXIII have 
“brought a new dialogue and a new understand
ing that might bring a GREAT CHRISTIAN REVO
LUTION.” Addressing a CAPACITY CROUD of a- 
bout 1,500 students, priests, and novices

And now, finally - one last Article of 
MANY we could give to show the Pattern 

that has slowly been building up to make 
them ONE with the other Churches - like 
Peas in a Pod. The MAN who above all other 
men is LEADING out in this EVANGELISM 
SELF-PG7ER now going forth with more MONEY 
being spent than any time in the History 
of Religion - barking after the EVANGELI
CAL PACK - as the Old Blind Laodicean 
Blood-Hound joins BILLY GRAHAM’S CHASE. - 
in the far Rear -

"ONE CHURCH”
“The current wave of ECUMENISM must be 
taken seriously if it is to be properly 
assessed. The proponents of Chidstian 
UNITY are in earnest about this matter. 
NCR MAY WE BE SEEN TO FIGHT any sincere, 
Bible-based plan(So the UNION of the 
Churches as PREDICTED in Rev.IS -is a 
“BIBLE-BASED PLAN?") that would bring 
Christians together in MEANINGFUL SPIRIT
UAL FELLOWSHIP.(What “FAIR SPEECHES’")

"MBTISTERIAL ETHICS.’1’ , 
‘‘As we come to a new PARISH we may find 
some things that we think we could have 
done better. BUT UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES 
should we reveal this to the MEMBERS'... 
OUR ETHICS should never permit a word of 
CRITICISM...in that PARISH...

“Definitely on the list of ETHICS 
would be any attempt of one Minister to' 
PROSELYTE Members from a fellow Minister’s 
nearby Church, This is one way to increase 
our Membership, but how improper.

“Next, a word about our ETHICS toward 
MINISTERS OF OTHER. DENOMINATIONS... JOIN 
with them in all that is proper.

“Now, another most vital point of 
Ministerial ETHICS, is that TOWARD OUR 
CONFERENCE LEADERSHIP. Here we would place, 
first, PROFESSIONAL SECRECY & SOLIDARITY. 
(A JUNTO - A CABALA - SEE WEBSTER.’) Of 
necessity WE HAVE INFORMATION KNOWN ONLY 
TO OURSELVES. NEVER discuss this with 
MEMBERS. Details about Conference pro
cedures, Committee actions and plans, are 
CONFIDENTIAL...unless we first have PROPER 
CLEARANCE,..firit have been submitted to 
THE LEADERSHIP...THIS RESPECT FOR THE 
ORGANIZATION... If we cannot be LOYAL, we 
ought not to be in ACTIVE SERVICE,(Sounds 
like we ’re in the Army now J) By the same 
token, we should be willing to go to ANY 
LENGTHS TO SQUELCH RUMORS..." p.19,20. 
By one R .W .ENGSTROM, Minister, Mountain 
View, Calif. This “BISHOP SLY" article in 
SDA MINISTRY. March, 1966.

at BELMONT ABBEY COLLEGE,..“spirit of brother- o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o  
hood",. ,and pray together," MINISTRY.Feb ,1964.

FROOM "also ran" in Dec.II,1965, 
FOLLOWING THE WORLD’S LEAD - - 

STEP BY STEP.
1965- “Because so many CATHOLICS were in 
Mendosa, BROTHER JOPPAS, our Pastor, arranged 
for special services. Then he said,"I want 
you to come to the ROSARY, which will be, ’ 
Wednesday night(our (SDA) prayer meeting on. 
Wednesday night)." Then they were told, 
"Next week we are going to have the CARDINAL 
of the Seventh-day Adventist’ Church (Elder 
Peverini, who is the Union President) visit 
us." So you'can see we are trying to adapt 
ourselves to the CATHOLIC WAY OF THINKING, a 
bit in order to reach these people." p.29, 
(Why not just throw in the Sponge - and JOIN 
them?) MINISTRY. Jan. 1965. By one J.J.AITKEN 
PRESIDENT SOUTH AMERICAN DIVISION.
o-o-o-o-p-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
Is all this, made as PUBLIC as this - ? Or. is 
much of it - like "OPERATION VJHITE-COAT” and 
PR VISITATIONS - A DEADLY SECRET - ?



ti

10^ ('196.) "LET THE RECORD SHCW" -
“Let the Record show that-Seventh-day Advent-he engaged 
ists ARE NOT AGAINST CHURCH UNITY. Let our 
Pastors and Members demonstrate their interest 
in, and concern for, HUMANITARIAN COMIUNITY 
projects - and where possible'work rd th 
Christians- of other Haiths for meaningful 
Solutions. Let it be known that VIE ARE NOT 
“ISOLATIONISTS"...It should be dear that 
our Reservations lie in the basis for, and 
objectives of, the current Movers in the 
ECUMENICAL Field. (You do not KNOW this? 
You are GUESSING about it? You have been 
too -bus^ reading OTHER Books APART FROM the

He belonged to the Autumn Council. He was 
determined to “STAY-WITH-THE-CHURCH."

,, But something CHANGED his Mind - what
• was it?., What happened "that made LUTHER 

KNOT - that the Papacy was the ANTICHRIST? 
That it was a BEAST - ? What was it - ?

IN THIS CONTROVERSY THE WHOLE WORLD will 
, and the Time is Short. This 

is no Time to haul down our Colors.
“A Company was presented before me 

under the NAME of Seventh-day Adventists, 
who were advising that the BANNER or SIGN 
which makes us a distinctive people should 
not be held out so strikingly; for they 
claimed it was not the best POLICY...

(WATCH THEM NEXT EASTER J WATCH THEIR 
(CHOIRS SLIPPING OVER TO THE SUNDAY 
(CHURCH J WATCH THEM FIND SOME EXCUSE,1) 

“When the people accept and exalt a spuri
ous Sabbath, and TURN SOULS AWAY from obedi
ence and loyalty to God, THEY will reach 
the POINT that was reached by the people 
in the Days of Christ.11 SM 2:335, 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
“The Light given me (Honestly I would like 
to ask the Question - HOT MANY will con
sider this “LIGHT" - ? It is LIGHT - .«)
“The Light given me has been very FORCIBLE

i.“

Testimonies? You refuse to “BARK" ????) 
In short, Union ON what and FOR what? Is it 
Union on the WHOLE TRUTH as taught in the 
Scriptures? And is it for the purpose of 
spreading the good News AS A UNIFIED BODY 
to the Ends of the Earth? IF SO - VIE WILL 
JOIN TODAYJ...These are questions that 
dictate our POLICY of “LIMITED HFJOLVEI.ENT" ; 
unless and until these questions are anwered. that MANY would go out from us, giving 
Meanwhile, we resolve ourselves to “continui
ty of purpose in a generation of CHANGE" 
■Lyndon B.Johnsonp.48»- By one EVANGELIST 
SELF-POTER E J] .CLEVELAND - ASSOCIATE EDITQR- 
SDA MINISTRY. Oct; 1966. .
o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

•lEALY-inUTHED NEUTRALS.
“APOSTATE ISRAEL. „ .“How long halj; ye between 
two Opinions? if the Lord(of the Sabbath) be 
God, follow Him: but if Baal (the god of the 
popular Churches and Sunday),then follow 
him. And the people answered him NOT A WORD*!

-'NOT .ONE in that bast assembly dared utter 
ONE WORD FOR GOD...This BLINDNESS & APOSTASY 
had not closed about them suddenly...they 
remained NEUTRAL. IF GOD ABHORS ONE SIN ABOVE 

, ANOTHER, of which His people are Guilty, 'it 
is DOING NOTHING in case of an Emergency, 
INDIFFERENCE and NEUTRALITY IN A RELIGIOUS 
CRISIS is regarded of God as a GRIEVOUS 
CRIME and EQUAL to the VERY WORST TYRE of 
Hostility against God. ALL ISREAL IS SILENT." 
b—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o T3:'2S0-I.
WILL HISTORY BE REPEATED in the face of the 
AHABS and the JE2EBELS of our'Day? Yes - we 
think so„ So the Record reads.
o-o—o—o-o-o—o-o-o—o—o—o-o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o-o-o—o 
“There is to be NO COMPROMISE with'those who 
are Worshipping an IDOL SABBATH. We are not 
to spend our Time with those who' KNOT THE 
TRUTH...when THEY turn away their Ear from 
the Truth to turn to Fables.' . I was told that 
men'WILL employ every POLICY to make less- 
prominent the DIFFERENCE between the FAITH 
of Seventh-day Adventists and those .who ob-‘ 
serve the FIRST DAY OF THE. WEEK. "

heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS & DOCTRINES CF 
DEVILS...False Prophets will arise, and 
will deceive MANY. Everything is to be 
SHAKEN that can be SHAKEN.11 SM 2:392.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—0-0-0 We see that this is the “SHAKING."

We see that this is the "MIDNIGHT HOUR.
We see that UNITY is “APOSTASY."
We see that UNITY leads to PERSECUTION.
We see the DANGER of "ALLIANCE." 
We see them THREATEN with “LAW". 
We see that ROMANISM DID THAT - ’ '
We see that ROMANISM called it a CRUSADE, 
We see this Group calling for a CT.USAIE; 
We see ROMANISM did it to fight “HERESY. 
We see these call it “APOSTASY,"
We see them going to Fight it by ALLIANCE, 
We see the POPE issued a BULL.
We see this BULL denounced the “HERETICS." 
We see the Church has issedd this “BULL." 
We see this is “THE VOICE CF THE DRAGON.15 
We see those who are “NEUTRAL".
We see those who are NOT for - NOT against.
We see this is a CRIME and a SIN.
We see it is “HOSTILITY AGAINST GOD." 
We see “NOT ONE" stood with ELIJAH. 
We see it will be the same now.
0-0-0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—0—0 
And now we turn and consider the man - 
LUTHER. He was a General Conference Worker



THE BULL.
The Pope issued a Decree - calling on all 
the Members of the Church to ’'JOIN THE 
CRUSADE against the HERETICS.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o— o 
WEEKS OF .ADVENTISM has now made.' the same 
Call and Announcement - to also FIGHT 
HERESY - that they are going to JOIN A

II- (4196.) LUTHER. WENT STEP BY STEP. 
"LUTHER was still a true Son of the PAPAL 
Church, and had NO THOUGHT that he would 
ever be anything else. In the Providence of 
God he was led to visit ROME...HIS EYES had 
been Opened, and were never again to be ' " 
CLOSED, to the DELUSIONS of the PAPACY... 
an ARROGANT and BABBLING DESPOT, who would 
otherwise overpower by his Imperious' La'flguage’! COMMON CRUSADE with the other Evangelical 

Denominations - led by BILLY GRAHAM] 
For an objective Study of BILLY 
GRAHAM - and what’s Wrong with 
him - we will now have to turn 

, to other Denominations who have 
him and his Doctrine(or LACK of 
it J) - well figured out’ The 
whole length and breadth of it 
is an attempt to be the FRIEND 
OF THE WORLD J Therefore he 
Preaches to suit the Itching 
Ears. Does he please yours?

o—o-o—o—o—o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o—o-o—o-o—o 
Do you. know what is Wrong with him?

o—o—0-0—O-O—O-O—0-0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0—o 
The Biggest thing WRONG with him is his 
very attempt to set up the UNITY of APOS
TATE RELIGIONS of every Hue and Color - 
the "GREAT BABYLON" of Rev.IS - ’ And the 
Message of God’s people is a CALL to COLE 
OUT OF HER - ’ What part will you play in 
this Work - ? Or will you be NEUTRAL - ? 

after A Rich Reward and a Crown awaits those 
who are True to the Message.
o—o-o—o-o—o-o-o—o~o—o—o—o—o-o-o-o-o-o—o—o 

READ VERy^rERY-x-CAREFULLY.’
"Our holy Faith cries but,SEPARATION. We

...for AT LAST I KNOT that the POPE is ANTI
CHRIST, and that his Throne is that of Satan 
himself ."...The WEAK and SUPERSTITIOUS 
trembled before the Decree..."God NEVER 
selected as a Prophet either the HIGH PRIEST 
of ANY OTHER GREAT PERSONAGE; but ordinarily 
He chose low and despised men, once even the 
shepherd Amos. IN EVERY AGE the Saints have 
had to REPROVE the GREAT.. .at the peril of 
their lives,..make a stand ALONE against the 
Pope, & hold him forth as ANTICHRIST... 
A NEW BULL APPEARED.. .THE GREAT CONTEST had 
been fully entered upon^..Those who present 
THE TRUTH ‘for this Time,, should not expect ~ 
to be received with greater favor than were . 
EARLIER REFORMERS ."GCI4L-I44.

The Prophecies tell us that when the 
EVANGELICALS UNITE - form an ALLIANCE, 
it is but a Step to FORCE* C. PERSECUTION;’ 
The Wedding with the World is consunated.

o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o GO 124-5,136. 
"LUTHER was as yet' but PARTIALLY CONVERTED 
.(What does COVERSION MEAN? It means SEPA
RATION from a Fallen System] How many NEED 
this sort of CONVERSION’) 
"LUTHER was as yet but PARTIALLY COI’WtIED 
from the Errors of ROMANISM. But as he com
pared the Holy Oracles with the Papal1- Decrees 
and Constitutions, he was FILLED WITH WONDER. 
"I am reading," he wrote,"the Decrees of the 
Pontiffs, and...I do not know whether the 
Pope is ANTICHRIST himself, or his apostle, 
so greatly is Christ misrepresented and 
crucified in them." Yet at this Time LUTHER 
was still a Supporter of the Roman Church, 
and had no thought that he would ever sepa
rate from her Communion." GC 139.
O—0—0—0—0—0—6—0—0—O—O—0—0—O— 0—0—0—0—0—0— 0—0 

BUT NOT) - THE PAPAL BUIE.
"Luther’s opponents, burning with a desire 
for revenge, urged the Pope to take decisive 
measures against him...SIXTY DAYS were 
granted the REFORMER and his adherents, 
which, if they did not RECANT, they were all 
to be EXC0MT4UNICATED. That was a terrible 
CRISIS for the REFORMATION... 

THE CRISIS.
"When the PAPAL BULL reached Luther, he said:' should not be conformed to the World; or 
"I despise and attack it, as.impious, false... to DEAD, heartless PROFESSORS." TI:240. 
It is CHRIST HIMSELF that is CONDEMNED therein o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o

"The people are ASLEEP,. .Their MINISTERS 
have preached SOTH THINGS; but God’s 
Servants, who bear Sacred, vital Truths, 
should CRY ALOUD and SPARE NOT...The 
STRAIGHT' TESTIMONY., .was SHUNNED by the 
MINISTERS.. .SUCH ^REACHING’ as was given 
there will NEVER do the Work...Ministers 
of the nominal Churches do enough CRING
ING, and wrapping up of the POINTED TRUTHS 
which REBUKE sin. Unless persons embrace 
the Message armght...they had better let 
it entirely alone." TI:249.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
"Our Truth is as much more Solemn than ' 
that of NOTINAL PROFESSORS, as the Heavens 
are higher than the Earth." TI:24&-9.
O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—o 
"SATAN IS AT WAR WITH THE RELIANT" - who 
are these REMNANT - ? They "TURN FROM 
FABLES" and are "HATED." T2:I05.



iouls to RUIN'1 ductive INFLUENCES of Evil.
SI* 2:l2o. And now, Brethren - let

.THE'- CHURCH

“The VERY LAST Deception of Satan will "be 
to make of none effect the TESTIMONY of 
the Spirit of God. “Where there is no 
VISION, the people BERISH”..the confidence 
of GOD *S REMNANT PEOPLE in the TRUE TESTI
MONY.,, The re will he a HATRED kindled a- 
gainst the TESTIMONIES which is SATANIC.” 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o~o—o—o—o—o—o—o SM 1:48.
“The MESSAGES for these Last Days shall be 
written in Books, .and shall stand immorta
lized, to Testify AGAINST those who have 
ONCE rejoiced in the Light, but who have 
been LED to give it up because of the se- 

« SM 1:32,221.
_ui-ouwvH - let us face the 
Days -ahead, and the’Enemy - knowing 
WHO and WHERE he is. For full well our 

Salvation, and the Salvation of all who?! 
we Influence - depends on us being on the 
Right Side - no matter what the Cost.

tween the Worldly man and the one who is 
faithfully serving God, THERE IS A GREAT 
GULF FIXED .“SM 2sl27. ’•
O—O—O—O— 0—0*0—0—0*0^0^0^'0*0«-0—o—o~ O—O~O— 
“We cannot Sanction their Course by ASSCCI-I. 
ATING with them, partaking in their FEASTS 
and. their COUNCILS, WHERE GOD DOES NOT ERE- 
SIDE. Such a course, so far from benefiting 
THEM, would only cause. THEM to DOUBT-the 
reality of OUR RELIGION. We should be'FALSE 
LIGHTS, by our example leading S 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—o—o 
“Instead of LEADING THE WORLD...
is UNITING more and more closely with’ the 
World. IN TRANSGRESSION. DAILY the Church is 
becoming Converted to the World.” T8:II9.

12- ( ^96.) ARMAGEDDON.
The Greatest Deception the Devil, ever in
vented - was the Battle of ARMAGEDDON - 
a meaningless, pointless -"Battle between 
NATIONS J But Adventists fell for that - 
HOOK, LINE, and SINKER] 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
They were given the Truth on HEALTH - but 
they turned from the Holy Commandment given 
unto them to chase after the Delusions of 
the World and its Magicians. Again they 
fell from their High and Holy Calling. A 
Self-imposed SLAVERY to WORLDLINGS.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
Then they fell for CIVIL DEFENSE.' Again 
HOOK, LINE, and SINKER - with part of the 
ROD and REEL] God is going to SMITE the 
Nations and break the Bones of the Wicked 
Inhabitants of the Cities. Do you think any 
of this could happen without God ALLOWING 
it to happen? But the Adventist is going to 
say’: “NOT SO, LORD]” - as he stands between 
the WRATH GF GOD and shields the Wicked - 
tying his Bones together again] When God had 
told him to LEAVE-THE-CITIES ] ’But, as usual, 
this is his Rebellious Answer.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0 
God told them to be a SEPARATE Nation if 
they intend to Qualify as His Sons and 
Daughters - but No] They must UNITE] Trying 
to Gain the Whole World - they will lose 
their own Soul. The Hope expressed in the 
Bible and Testimonies - in 200 places -■ is 
for the “ESCAPED OF ZION]” The Blessing is 
for the “OUTCASTS GF ISREAL]” It’is these 
He comes to “GATHER.” Isa. II:II.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
“It is IMPOSSIBLE for those who maize that’ 
LAW the Rule of Life - to UNITE in confidence o-o-o-o-o-o-o~o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b 
and CORDIAL BROTHERHOOD with those who- turn 
the Truth of God into a Lie, and regard the 
Authority of God as a thing of Nought.' Be-

THE BATTLE.
“There wil 1 be a (.UNITY ?) a SHARP CONFLICT 
between those who are Loyal to God and 
those who cast scorn upon His LAW...The 
LOYAL will NOT be carried away by the - ' 
current of Evil...The TEST comes to every
one. There are only TWO SIDES. On which 
Side are you?” 18:120,127.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
“THE REMNANT CHURCH...Satan numbers the 
World as his subjects, he has gained con
trol of the APOSTATE CHURCHES; but here is 
a LITTLE COMPANY that are resisting his 
Supremacy.” T9;23I,239. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o—o—o 

WHO ARE FRIENDS OF THE WORLD?
(Who can PROVE that they are FRIENDS OF 

THE WORLD? Who is PROUD of it? Who has 
made that their Way of Life? Make no mis
take about the LEANING of this Text.) 
“Let us not form UNHOLY BONDS OF UNION 
with the FRIENDS of the World? for God has 
pronounced His CURSE upon all such UNIONS’] 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b TM 'Xlrl* 
“No CONFEDERACY should be formed with un-' 
believers. • .“There is NO LIGHT in them,”., 
must not enter into ALLIANCE with those 
who know not the Truth...HIS LAST WORK OF 
REBELLION,. .will form an ALLIANCE with .. 
Satan against Heaven, and JOIN in BATTLE, 
against the Ruler of the Universe .“TM 462r-5 • 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
“Through their REVERENCE for Tradition 
their BLIND FAITH in a CORRUPT Priesthood, 
the people were Enslaved. THESE CHAINS'" 
CHRIST MUST BREAK, The Character of the 
Priests, Rulers, and Pharisees MUST BE ; 
MORE FULLY EXPOSED.11 DA 611.


